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Vote dispute
could delay
elecq~~fjilly
0 College, unio n encou raging el igit>l e staff to vote
By Scott Carlson COLUMBIA COlLEr,t'~~'j:,VOting is finished and
N Edt1
ews or

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Noe Uribe (left} and Jamie Maldonado, employees of Oostervaan Scaffol~i~g, prepare media
stands for the LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon finish line. More than a million spectators are
expected to line up to watch the 26.2-mile Oct. 10 race.

Connell fears overcrowding
0

First College Council meeting of the year yields new playwriting major

By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News Editor

Some school officials are concerned that Columbia's increasing student body may be outgrowing me school itself, said
college Provost Steve Kapelke at
the first College Council meeting
of me year Oct. 8.
This year's enrollment is up 6
percent- to more than 10,350
students-and will likely to escalate in me upcoming years. While
these fig ures please Columbia
official s now, some are skeptical
about whether the college has the
space and resources to accommodate me growing student body.
Several representatives from
the council voiced concerns
about whether Columbia's buildings can handle the increasing
student traffic.
Craig Jobson, representing the
Art and Design Department,
questioned whether the rapid
growth is such a good thing.
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growth now," Kapelke said. "To
ignore those factors and say,
'We' ve got to stop growing now'
is unrealistic."
Kapelke said that he, along
with college President Warrick L.
Carter and senior administrat ion
members, are di scussing a plan to
eventually stop the growth.
"To stop growing takes as
much planning as continuing
growth does," Kapelke said.
" Our space issues in certain areas
are unacceptable. "
Bonnie Brooks, chairwoman of
the Dance Department, said she
had to tum away transfer students that were late to register
because of limited classroom
space.
Kapelke sa id new facilities
would be needed if growth continues, and while acqui sition is
an expensive and elaborate thing
to do, there are no plans to stop
growth as of yet.
See C ollege Co u ncil Page 8
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tli'e M~f!'(ountcd-tf the margin of victory of the election is so
large that the challenged voter ballots won't make a difference-the
envelope is not opened. Results
could be announced the next day.
But if the margin of victory
could be affected by the challenged
votes, the NLRB would have to
make a detem1 ination whether the
disputed ballots should be counted.
possibly resulting in an investigation 14 days afterward. Moran said
local investigations are often
resolved "pretty quick." but if the
case ends up going to a federal
level heari ng, it could be weeks
before a final outcome is decided.
However, Moran said. the NLRB
tries to resolve any disputes before
the ballot counting begins.
Both sides said they usc their
time up until the election to encourage as many people as possible to
come out and vote.
"We believe it is essential for our
staff to make their voices heard,
whatever their-position is,'' Lloyd
said. ''The fail ure to vote means
that ... everybody will be affected
by the outcome. Our goal between
now and [Oct. 121 is to get out the
vote.''
AJJ communication about unionization must cease before
Thursday, Lloyd said. Columbia
will stop its communication Oct.
12, but by that time the administration will have distributed at least
four Q-and-A sheets to staff members and completed seven staff
informational meetings with
Columbia President Warrick L.
Carter since Sept. 23.
The US of CC will also use its
pre-election time to encourage voting within Columbia's staff.
McGrath said the group will conduct phone banks to the eligible
voters and ask them to make sure to
vote. McGrath aJso said the US of
CC will host a free drink night at
the Tantrum Bar, I 023 S. State St.,
where they are planning to show
short pro-labor films.
US of CC filed with the NLRB
to unionize Sept. 8. The college's
position, however, is that while
they respect the rights of employees seeking unionization, maintaining a direct relationship with the
staff members is a better solution
for addressing their needs.
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" How large are we going to
allow the student body to grow?"
Jobson asked.
Vice President o f Student
Affairs Mark Kelly said he was
pleased with the "successful"
enrollment numbers.
"Last year at this time, I was
reporting a 5 percent decrease in
student enrollme nt," said Kelly.
" We are now the second- largest
private school in the state."
Kelly said that this continuing
growth is a good thing for the
school , and despite prior concerns about minority enrollment,
Columbia is still retaining minority students.
Kapelke said the school needed
the enrollment boost this year in
order to supplement the school 's
income, but he said it was importan! to acknowledge the risks
involved with unchecked growth.
''The fac t that nobody raised
money for the college is the reason we are dependent on our

.

Challenges over who ts cltgtble
to vote 111 the upcommg staff umon
election could stall the results by
weeks.
Representatives from both
Columbia's administration and the
United Staff of Columbia College,
a collection of staff members pushing for unionization at the college.
said a dispute over staff member
titles will likely result in challenging whether certain staff members
are eligible to vote in the Oct. 14
election.
The dispute mainly boils down
to whether Columbia's staff members who are known as supervisors
should be allowed to vote. Mark
Lloyd. assistant vice president of
marketing and communications,
said the college's stance on the
issue aligns with federal law, which
prohibits them from joining unions.
''The college's position is that the
definition of supervisor is spelled
out in federal law," said Lloyd.
" Federal law says supervisors don't
get to vote to join the union."
The union, however, doesn' t
agree. US of CC organizer Joan
McGrath, administrative assistant
to the Film and Video Department
chairman, maintains that supervisors are staff members and should
have the right to vote.
''They keep saying if you supervise anyone you're out, if you have
this title you're out, and that's not
how it's decided, so a lot of people
will be voting under challenge,"
said McGrath. "All the people we
believe should vote that are being
excluded by the college, we 're
going to tell them to vote under
challenge."
Gail Moran, assistant to the
director of the 13th region of the
National Labor Relations Boardthe region which will be governing
the Columbia union vote- said the
NLRB will have election monitors
at the two voting sites, and both the
college and the union will have
observers. Both sets of observers,
as well as the NLRB monitors,
have the opportunity to challenge
people who come in to vote, but the
challenged people are still allowed
to vote. Their ballots will be put
aside, placed into an envelope by
the NLRB.
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To m y sister, with love
and vomit

M

y '"tcr. Stephanie. ha\
been cal led many
th1ng~ over the cour~c of her 24
year~. She ha~ been called student and advbcr, fncnd and
conf1dan1. She has been ca lled
~tubborn, brany. moody and
th1ckhcadcd-and sometimes
dunng our high school days I
would call her much worse.
I fer 4-ycar-old son calls her
mom.

But latel y. people have been
ca llmg my s1stcr cra7.y. A nd she
agrees with them.
Stcph Joined 40.000 people in
ru nning the LaSalle Ban k
Chicago Marathon on Sunday.
T his was her first marathon and
it is a feat thlll makes me call
her brave.
People who know Stephani e
think she is "crazy" for auempting to tac kle 26.2 mi les of
Chicago pavemenl.
" I say the same thing when I
get ncar the end of my runs."
she ~a1d.
A~ a maller of fact, 11 docs
lake a linle bll of cra7.1ncss to
run a marathon. T he f irst
marathoner, Phe1d1pp1dcs. d1cd
at the end of h~> JOurney. Yet
each year hundreds of thousands
of people honor him by subjecting their bod1cs to the grueli ng
physical torture that is distance
runni ng.

Stephan ie sa id she is prcuy
sure that she wi ll vomi t at some
point duri ng th e race. I don' t
blame her- espec ially after I
heard abou t the liquefied
Powerbar shots that the runncn,
arc encouraged to drink along
the way.
Burning muscles, sore feet.
dehydmtion, even vomit are o f

lmlc concern 10 Stcph. She just
wants to fin1sh. She wants to
say that she d1d iL
But Sunday at around 8:30
a.m., the fin1sh fine was 111 sight
for Steph, because th e race
i tsel f. however punishing. was
not the real achievemenL
It was the training.
In order to mold hersel f into a
marathoner, my sister gave up a
part of her life. Since June, she
has followed a strict tra1mng
regi men. Waking up earl y on
Saturdays to tackle forest tra1b,
steadi ly increasi ng her
mileage-l ' m pren y sure that
Steph never ran more than 9
miles before this summerchanging her diet, developing
foc us.
She no longer goes out on
Friday nights because "i t is hard
to run with a hangover. "
Around the eighth mile, running becomes mechanical.
Muscle memory kicks in and
runners' legs just glide. T he
toughest part of distance runni ng is not the physical, it's the
mental.
My sister has the type o f
strength needed to keep it
together on the course. She's
already demonstrated the wi ll to
train .

While her run is an accompli shment in and of itsel f, i t is
si ngular. It occ urs once, Sunday
OcL 10. But the benefits o f her
marathon wi ll last much longer
than the race itself-and not just
because I am going to buy the
DVD footage of her runn i ng.
The fea t has an effect on all
aspec ts of her li fe.
''It defini tely changes how
you look at th ings," she s:ud.

"When you encounter a problem
at work, or at home or whatever.
you're like. 'I just ran 26 mi les.
I can do this'."
Dad might quit smoking and
join her in the marathon next
year-sort of a pride thi ng.
llcr son might have to consider eliminating the words "I
can't" from his developing
vocabulary.
" M om. I ca n't mow the
grass."
"Alright sweetie, but tomorrow we' re going on a 26 mile
ru n, then."
"Okay, okay. I'll mow the
grass."
M y brother and I couldn' t be
prouder.
He watched Steph 's movement in the ru n from hi s home
in Texas, with his two lovel y
daughters on his lap. All runners. including sis, had computer chips on their shoes that
beamed progress updates to a
websi te, or sent out text message updates to cell phones.
Stephanie isn't sure why
everyone is making such a big
fuss about the even!.
" I 'm j ust running," she said.
But she is doing so much
more than that. She is sell ing
an example, proving her determination and leav ing a m ark

that lasts much longer tha n her
five- and- a- hal f- hour goal.
I 'm proud o f you, Stephan ie,
and all the 40,000 people who
lined up wit h you.
A nd, at the fi nish li ne, I ' ll be
there to give you a big hug,
eve n if you're covered with liquefied Powcrbar vom it.

-ag reiller@chrolliclemail.com

Lunchtime jazz

An_nouncements
•

Cameral Action!
On Oct. 15, the M useum of
Contemporary Photography, 600
S. M ichigan Ave. , opens the new
e x h ibit , "C am e r a/ A c t i o n :
Performance and Photography."
The exhibit features works showing the relationship between performance art and photography.
The opening reception for the
exhibi t is Oct. 14 from 5 p.m. to 7
p.m.
For more information, call
(31 4) 663-5554.
•

Savoir Faire is
everywhere
The Association for the
Advancement
of
Creative
Musicians presents a 40th
anniversary concert series featuring performances by Savoir Faire
and East Side Project. The j azz
organization wi ll perform in the
Concert Hall of the Music Center,
1014 S. Michigan Ave., at 7:30
p.m. on Oct. 16.
General admission for the
event is $ 10. The cost for senior
citizens and Columbia students is
$7. For special rates, music students can contact the Center for
Black Music Research at (3 12)
344-7559.

Weather

Mostly sunny

Eric Davis/The ctuonide

Students having lunch in the Hokin Gallery on Wednesday Oct. 6 were treated to music from
jazz performance students (left to right} Joe Pruitt on the guitar, Robbie_.Tucker on drums,
and Kevin Martinez on the bass.
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Sunny to partly
cloudy

•

Viva Ia international
films
Columbia's Fi lm and Video
Department presents a two-part
series of the best of the Chicago
International Film Festi val series
at Columbia.
Part one, which honors the best
international student narrative
films, is scheduled for Oct. I 3 at 6
p.m. in the 1104 Center, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave., in Room 302. Part
two of the series will showcase
international student documentaries, and commences immediately after part one.
Admission for both sc ree n i n g.~
is free.
• (Cinema) Father of
the year
Filmmaker Ousmane Scmbenc
presents two of his fil ms Oct. 15
at 2 p.m. in Room 302of thc 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
Regarded as "The Father of
African Cinema," Sem bene will
screen his film Black Girl and a
short documentary on the making
of hi s most recent fi lm,
Moolaade, which will be
screened at this year's Chicago
International Film Festival. A Qand-A session with Sembene,
hosted by faculty member Crystal
Griffith is scheduled to follow.

Corrections
In an article in the OcL 4
issue,
The Chronicle
reported Plaza 440, 440 N.
Wabash Ave., is convertin g to condos from o ffices.
The Plaza is actuall y converting from rental apartments.
The Ch ronicle also
reported
the
Tru mp
Organization will buy out
II oil 1nger I nternat1onal 's
stake 111 Trump Tower after
the build1ng IS complete.
Trump will actually buy it
out once the Sun-Times
moves out.
In the same issue, T he
Chronicle reported Brian
Simpson as part of the
band
Somewhere
in
Between. Simpson left the
band in 2002. N ick
Kovach is now the harmonica player. The band
also did not open for Free
Space.
T he Chronicle regrets
the errors.
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Art winners 'walk' on air
0 High attendance at galleries signal increasing interest in school events
By Jennifer Sabella
Assistant News Editor

Tina WagnerfThe Chronicle

·Brothers Brandon (left) and Brian Sorg, winners of the 'Hokin
Honors' du ring Columbia's Oct. 6 Art Walk, stand by their work
in the Hokin Annex. Brandon, a junior photography major took
home first place, netting him $3,000, while Brian recieved an
honorable mention and $500 fo r his displayed work.

Folio_.; the big red feet.
• This was the concept at
Columbia's Art Walk on Oct. 6.
The walk featured all o f
Columbia's art galleries and presented the works of Columbia
students, faculty, alumni and
friends. It also awarded $7,000 in
cash prizes to stude nts.
According to Mark Kell y, vice
president of student affairs, this
was the largest cash prize given to
student work to date.
" No show in Col umbia's history remotely approaches that
amount of cash rewards," Kelly
said.
The Hokin Centers held the
work of students that were recommended by faculty, giving them
the ti tle "Hokin Honors." The
pieces. ranged from sculpture to
photography, and the awards
reflected that variety.
The first place award was given
to junior photography major
Brandon Sorg for his series of
work displayed in the Ho kin
Annex, winning him a check, for
$3,000. Sorg's brother, Brian,
also won a ·check, for $500, with
an honorable mention in the same
category, photography.
"I was surprised," Brandon
Sorg said. "I had no idea abo ut
the prize when I put in my work."
Sorg said he was also excited

about the event and was
impressed with the way things
were going.

Large red feet marked the front
'of the campus buildings with galleries, directing guests to the art;
the Museum of Contemporary
Photography in the Alexandroff
Campus Center, 600 S . Michigan
Ave.; the Hokin Centers in the
Wabash Campus Building, 623 S.
Wabash Ave.; the C33 Gallery in
the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Buildin g; the Glass Curtain
Gallery and the Center for Boo k
and Paper Arts in the 11 04 Center,
1104 S. Wabash Ave.; and the
A+D Gallery in the 11th Street
Campus, 72 E. I I th St.
The school provided a free trolley from 5 to 8 p.m. , carti ng anyone interested in the event from
gallery to gallery. Eactl location
was stocked with varieties of food
and beverages.
" It 's an opportunity for s tudents
to visit all of the galleries, find
out where they are, and see all the
work," said Hokin Gallery assistant Rebecca Gallagher.
In his address before the Hoki n
Honors ~ward presentation, Kefly
expl ained how far Co lumbia 's
galleries have come. He compared the current five galleries
and 32 shows annually to 12
years ago, when there was just
one gallery at the school.
"This is a celebration of what

you are about and what you can

do," Kelly said.
According to Julie Caffey. one
o f the walk's organizers and
assistant director of C-Spaces. the
Hokin Centers had run out of
food by 5:30p.m. Ke ll y also said
attendance at school events has
been reaching its highest levels
ever this year.
"We have 1,500 more students
on campus," Kelly said. ''We're
really involved in them knowing
[that ! there's a vibrant communi ty here.''
Turnout for the eve nt varied
from gallery to gallery. Both the
Hokin Gallery and Annex on the
first tloor of the Wabash Campus
Building had full houses. especially for the awards ceremony.
The Glass Curtain Gallery also
had a large turnout. for speaker
and artist Mario Casti ll o, who
discussed his work in minimalism.

According to Caffey, rhe event
was conceived to give a "strong
opening exh ibition of student
work."

For more on Mario
Castillo exhibit during
the~A;t Walk; see page 11
of the A&E Supplement.

s

Silence golden at deaf film festiyal
0 Annual festival sponsored by Chicago Institute for the Moving Image promotes screen actin g for Columbia's fi lm students
Flanders and Tannebaum collaborated with Columbia 's Film and
, .
Video Department to host an entire
Don t hsten to Holly":'ood-go day of screenings in Columbia's
ahead and watch, but don t hsten.
screening room of the 1104 Center
That's what the Chicago Institute 1104 s. Wabash Ave., for Oct. 16. '
In coordination with Chicago
for the Movmg Image IS advtsmg
Chicagoans and Columbia students Filmmakers, hosts of "Reeling: the
to do m preparation for the Third
Chicago Lesbian and Gay
Annual
InternatiOnal ~ International Filin Festival"
Festival for Cinema of the
and "The Onion Ci ty
Deaf. The film fe: uval IS
Experimental Fi lm and
ued to Columbia s Ftlm,
Video Festival," a short proA S L - E n g I '- s h
gram of J6mm experimenAIM tal silent films from the last
lnterpretatton, TeleviSIOn
and
Dance
Therapy
50 years is scheduled for
departments.
the early afternoon in Room 302.
Josh Flanders, execuiive director The screening will conclude in the
of the festiva l, and his wife, festival evening with a captioned version of
director Liz Tannebaum- who is Michael Moore's controversial
deaf herst;lf-have produced a documentary Fahrenheit9/J/ ; with
dozen film festi vals around the a reception fo llowi ng at the
world, including festivals i~ Elephant and Castle Pub and
Boston, New York, Tampa and Restaurant, 111 w. Adams St.
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Deaf filmmaker Marice Matl in
They're returning to thei r roots will host the festival's opening
Oct. 15 to 18. with the intent o f night. T he Illinois-native Matlin
opening the doors to film audiences won an Academy Award for Best
witho ut the ability to hear the Actress in Children ofa Lesser God
movies.
in 1986. She has since appeared in
'There's 30 million people in numerous films and made notable
America who are deaf or hard of appearances on TV shows such as
hearing ... so everyone needs some "Seinfeld," "Spin City" and "The
technology to understand a movie West Wing."
better," said Flanders. "Whether it's
Also on-hand for opening night
putting a hearing aid in. or having will be Yutaka Osawa and Akiko
captioning, that's what we're trying Oshidari, the director and actress,
to promote."
respectively, of the fi lm I Love
The Oct. 15 opening night Peace, showing at 7:30 that night.
screening will take place at the
To help with the event, Flanders
Loews Piper's Alley theater. 230 said between one and two dozen
W. North Ave. The Oct. 17 awards students from Columbia's ASL
ceremony of the Deaf Film Festival Department wi ll be volunteering,
will be held at Green Dolphin working througho ut the weekend
2200 N. Ashland Ave.

By Scott Carlson

News Editor

as ambassadors to the audience and
visiting filmmakers.
"We're always involved with the
festival," said Sherita Cowans, secretary in the ASL Department and
volunteer coordinator for the fi lm
festival. "Our students volunteer to
assist the many guests and presenters that come in from all around
the world."
Flanders also said the student
assistants use sign language skills
for communication between both
hearing and deaf people at the festival.
The festival is a win-win situation for student volunteers, according to Cowans. Not only do they

have the opportunity to use their
interpreting ski lls, but they can also
participate in an event concerning
another major at Columbia.
"A lot of our students have an
interest in other industries as well
[as sign language], so the fact that
this is a combined effort is helpful,"
Cowans said.
F landers. however, sees more for
students, especially for Film and
Video Department students who
opt to attend. From the perspective
of Columbia's film school,
Flanders said, the first fi lma student
makes is a si lent film because
teachers want them to concentrate
o n visual acti ng and d irecting,

instead of being distracted by dialogue and sound design.
And for Flanders. therein lies the
major problem o f Ho llywood.
"If we want to get a message
across, we're spoon-fed by having
the characters talk about it instead
of having the actors act it, or having
the fi lmmakers tell it through visual story," Flanders said.
So wha) are Flanders and the
CIMI tryi ng to relay to film students at Columbia by bringing the
festiva l to them? A si mple message:
don't imitate Hollywood.
"That's biggest problem with the
Film Department at Columbi a.
See Deaf Film Fest Page 8
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7th street garage

hey! this place
has student
rates!! let's
park here!!!!

710 s. wabash

om/pm

(student rate)

vi sit o ur other locations:

722 S. wabash & 11 e . balbo
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Columbia College Chicago and Roosevelt University

Basketball

lntramurals
For Students, Faculty,
Staff and Alumni

Applications are due by Thursday, Oct. 14th

Captain's Meeting Oct. 14th at 7 PM
Open Play Oct. 12th & 13th at & 7PM
lntramurals start October 19th at 7 PM
Applications can be found at the Fitness Center or online
at www.colum.edu/leadership/intramural_sports.htm

Roosevelt University
• Fitness Center • ·
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Speed bumps
fail to hinder
Latino festival
0

One speaker~ a

thousand words

Danc ing and music on tap for this year's fest

By Kristen Menke
Manag1ng Ecltor

Despite a lack of staff. space
and pub licity for Columbia's second annual r:oco Festival,
orga ni zer~ feel the event is a suc-

cess in prom01ing Latino arts and
culture.
FOCO, wh1ch means focus. is
Co lumb1a's celebration of Latino
Jl eritage Month. a se ries o f
mo nthl ong eve nt s incl uding
music acts and panel discussions.
Ana Maria Soto, director o f
Lat ino c ultural affairs, said that
even with a smal l staff and an
even smaller budget of close to
$5.000, the festival is worth the
work.
" It 's very importan t because
it's an arts college," said Gabriel
Feijoo, a seni or film major who
has been involved with FOCO
since its inception last year. "So
we're supposed to be avant garde.
We're supposed to be exploring
al l these different media."
Th is year, the festival lost two
of it s key staff members.
Carmello Esterrich, director o f
cultural studies. is on sabbatical,
and Reynaldo
Ram on. a studen t
wh o
helped organ ize last year 's
event , graduat-

ed
from
Co lumbia in
the
spring.
And fes ti val

organizers
have' also ru n
into the college's space
crunch while
trying to book
rooms
for
events. Eve n
promotion is running behind,
with posters JUSt arrivi ng o n campus Oc t. 8, more than a week
after sc heduled events began.
"I' m glad to sec it back .... We
weren't sure it was going to be
back," said Nic k Gomez. president of Latino Al liance, a student
organi za tion at Columbia.
"I think it's vi tal to open up
]student's ] mind s to different
po~sibilities. different arti sts'
expressions. That is just simply
food for your brain that is so
1mportant when you' re an artist,"
Soto ~a 1d .
This year, the festival feat ures
three nights o f music and dancing
at the 1-lotll ouse, 3 1 E. Balbo
Drive, wh ich co-sponsors the festi val. The lineup includes more
than a dozen acts, such as Jauna
Mol ina, John McEntire, Peru
Negro and perfo rmance artist
Gaby Kerpcl.
"The music program pretty
much ~c t it self up. We were rea lly lucky that all these great people were on tou r. So word got
around from last year 's festi va l
and they were reall y exci ted to
j ump and be a part of it," Feijoo
said. "And there's a lot of bands
that want to be a part of it, but the
problem is they don't have visas

or they don't have support from
thei r labels. So we're tryi ng to
work so mething out whe re we
can have these more freq uently."
With the mus ic portion of the
festi val taken care of. Soto and
Feijoo turned to a more educati onal aspect. A series of panel
discussions on the cli mate of the
Latino arts community. the
respo nsiblity o f artists to the
community and the role of the
media wil l close out the festi val.
"That 's the academic part of it
that we want to develop also,"
Soto said. "It being Columbia, we
have to do that part because it's a
great .opportu ni ty to talk to the
artists, to hear their process, how
they develop their music, where it
comes from. "
To spearhead the lecture series,
Soto turned to the Lati no
Alliance, which already has plans
to develop the series into a mural
project.
•·Jt's a great time to educate
people. to inform people, to
empower peop le," sa id Samuel
Q. Reyes, a sop homore fil m
major who organized the panel
discussions.
Soto, who
credit s
the

•

Students to drive 'drunk'
0 Save a Life Tour: drunk driving simu lator needed even in a mass transit city

festival's suc-

cess to the
v o lunte e r s
who shared
the
initial
vision, agreed
that it's an
o pportunity to
get
people
thinkin g
about
how
they view the
Latino community.
''To start
questi o nin g
stereotypes of who Latinos are,
what they do, what kind of mu sic
they like. This kind of music
exp lodes every kind of stereotype
and it's important to examine
those th ings,"she said.
Even with the sma ll setbacks
this year, Soto and Feijoo have
the ir s ight s set on ex pand in g
FOCO to a yearlo ng celebration.
"There 's more than enough talent in Latin America that we
could have some of thi s going
throughout the whole sc hoo l
year," Feijoo said. " But we would
have to get the proper staffing.
proper bud get."
"It's good to celebrate the college. It 's good, too, for the college to recogni ze diffe rent groups
of students. I think FOCO is a
great way to do that," Gomez
said.
The festival incl udes electronic, rock, percussion and performance art, and hits the stage at the
HotHouse. from Oct. 18 to 20.
Greg Kot of the Chi cago Tri bu ne
hosts a panel discuss io n on Oct.
18. also at the HotH ouse. and the
panel di scussions run from Oct.
25 to 27 in the Hokin Annex, in
the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., from II :30
a.m. to I p.m.

Theresa ScalbroughfThe Chronicle

Wo rld-fa mous photgra p her Mary' Ellen Mark s p eaks Oct. 7 at the Museum of Contemporary
P hotography in the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S. Michig an Ave. Mark, a contnbuttng
photographer fo r magazines such as TIME, New York Time s Magazme and f3oU_tng Sto~e,
s poke a bout 'Twins' and 'Falkland Road: Prostitl!1es of Bombay,' two of her exhtbtttons whtch
were on display in the Museum·from J uly 22 until Oct. 5.

By Andrew Greiner
Edilor-in-Chiel

Close to 600 students will be in a
drunken dri ving accident Oct. 19.
A simulated accident, at least, as
part of the National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week.
Columbia is subscribing to the
alcohol awareness campaign in an
effort to educate the student body
about a " very important issue on
campus." The focal point of the
awareness week will be a drunken
driving simul ation in the Hokin
Gallery, 623 S. Wabash Ave., on
Oct. 19, produced by the Save a
Life Tour.
The Save a Life Tour travels to
college campuses across the nation,
encouragi ng students to take a ride
in the $2.5 mill ion. state-of-the-art
drunken dri ving simulator.
Ashley Knight, assistant dean of
student affairs, is coordinating the
event that she feels is a "fun way to
experiment safely with the effects
of alcohol."
"College campuses are a place
where people gather and drink,"
Knigh t said. "Drinking in and of
itself is not a problem, but the
things that happen from drinking
are a problem."
The tour directly takes o n the
problem of drunken driving.
''Drunk driving is a major problem," said Mike Griffith, a sales
consultant with the Save A Life
Tour.
"We're using technology that the
government uses to train pilots and
fi rst response units for homeland
security ... to teach students about
the dangers of drunk driving,"
Griffith said.
The drunken driving simulation
is comprehensive and realistic.
'1'he computer actually gets intoxicated," Griffith said.
Students who take part in the

program will sit behind three monitors that simulate a 225-degree
range of vision, much like the
windshield of a car. The realistic
dashboard resembles that of a Ford
Crown Victoria, with all the working instruments.
The idea, Griffith said , is to simulate real life si tuations, including
Jaw enforcement. At the end of
each simulation, students receive
mock citations for each rule of the
road they broke.
"It's a complete si mulation- the
CD player even works. If a student's cell phone rings during the
simulation, they are encouraged to
pick it up just like in real life."
Griffith said.

"We're using technology
that the government uses to
train pilots and first response
units for homeland security
... to teach students about.
the dan&e~ or_drunk
.

drivmg.

-Mike Griffith, sales

associate of Save a Life cou.r
The pressure-sensitive bucket
seat judges the weight of the individual and administers a level of
"intoxication." The drunkenness
of a user ranges on a scale of I to
II , with an intoxication level of I
representing the least drunk.
However, Griffith said, the levels
of intoxication by the simulator
have no correlation between Blood
Alcohol Content; they are only
degrees of intoxication. He said a
level I individual could experience
the same effects as a level II individual, dependi ng on weight, size
and which simulation program
they are undergoing.
The simulator has three programs: a rural setting, a model of
Washington, D.C., and a model of

Manhattan. Studenis all start in different areas wi th different effects
like weather and traffic, so each
simulation is original, Griffith said.
Each student's course lasts for
four minutes, or until a crash.
Griffith said nearly everyone crashes.
But, some students question the
need for drunken driving prevention in a city with mass transit.
"Around the city it is unnecessary to drink and drive. Most students have the U-Pass," said Dan
Hall, a freshman television major.
"But when you make that decision
[to drive], you are usually drunk
anyway."
"Even in an urban setting students choose to drive," said Janet
Cox, associate executive director
for Bacchus & Gamma. a peer education group that sponsors
NCAAW.
Griffith said the tour will still be
effective on Columbia's city campus.
"It depends what the goal is," he
said "Are you trying to teach them
to not drink and drive at college or
for the rest of their li ves?"
Knight said that while alcohol
awareness is an important issue
and needs to be addressed,
Columbia is well prepared for student drinking.
"An advantage for us is that our
dorms are alcohol free," she said.
"Something we have going for us
is that we have alcohol policies in
place."
But " when students get together,
they like to party," Knight said.
"Nowadays there are more options
for students. It 's not just keg parties anymore."
Hall said the key for college students is to be responsible.
"I' m a big supporter of drinking," Hall said. "B ut not while
you're driving."
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PERFORMANCE

ART

SERIES

We know you're out there ............ .

CALL FOR PERFORMANCE ART AND
SITE- SPECIFIC WORK!
We need you to make Open House more fun, textured and
representative of what Columbia College Chicago students can do!!

PERFORMANCES/INSTALLATIONS
take place on Saturday, October 30 11-2 PM.
In search of:

Art pieces that are site-specific, to be performed
in nooks and crannies, galleries, hallways,
lobbies of Columbia and along Wabash Avenue.
Some locales include: lobbies of 623 S.
Wabash, 1104 S. Wabash and 33 E. Congress;
the gallery space (great windows) at 33 E.
Congress (aka C33), outside at the sculpture
garden on 11th and Wabash ... along the street.. ..

$$Bounty$$
There is a
stipend

Tso-

Requirements: Should be performative pieces with a strong visual element! Short,
durational, interactive, static? You call the shots.
Proposal must
include:
CONTACT INFO: Name, address, social security number, phone number, email address, major/year in school and any collaborators' names and info.
PROPOSAL INFO: Describe your idea: Duration , Visual aspects, general
description of the piece Where do you want to do it? Technical
requirements? (these should be minimal).

E-mail a short proposal by 5PM Friday, October 22 to
hokincenter@colum.edu, or drop it off at the Hokin Center,.
If you have a concept that you need help bringing to fruition , get in touch with
Julie Caffey: 312/344-7696 or jcaffey@colum.edu

Columbia
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Campus News

SGAaimsto
revisit shuttle

But I know what I like

0 Oasis e-mail, lockers discussed at first meeting
By Jennffer Sabella
Assistant News Editor

Theresa

Chronicle

Painter Ana Cardenas (right) & Deborah Snead, part-time faculty in the Film and Video. •
Departme nt, admire artwork during the opening reception of 'Art of the Library' Oct. 7. The
exhibit, housed on the first three floors of the library in tbe South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave., showcases work from Columbia staff, faculty and students.

Goin' down Mexico way
0 Faculty member 's Mayan culture trip offers students plenty to mull over
Bv Thais Pietrangelo
StaffWnter

When most stude nts consider a
trip to Cancun. it 's us ually wi th
Spring Break in mind . This
Ja nuary,
fac ulty
member
RoseAnna Mueller wi ll be sho wcasing a different side o f M exico.
Mueller, a fac ulty member in
the
Li beral
Education
Department, said she is eager to
help peopl e who have an interest
in traveling but have never
know n where to start .
" I realized that people wanted
to tra vel," Mue ller sa id, "but they
didn ' t know how to arrange it or
where to go."
Thi s year Mueller is aidi ng students with an eye on Mayan culture. Her sixth trip, a 10-day to ur
o f M aya n Mexico a nd Cancu n
which lasts fro m Jan. 27 through
Feb. 5. has "all been put togeth er for them," Mueller said.
As with the grad uati ng s tudents, most trips combi ne s tuden ts interes t wi th Muell er 's
expertise. The M ayan tour will
coord inate with the class o n Latin
American art , literature and
music that she is teaching this
fall.

Featured highlig hts of the tour
incl ude Chichen ltza, an archaeological site rated among the most
important of M aya n culture, and
Xel- Ha, an ecological park with
inlets for s wimming and s norkeling. The stay in Merida begins on
a Su nday, j ust in time for visitors
to witness locals on their way to
c hurc h and craftsman se llin g
wares- aspec ts
that,
thei r
according to Mue ll er, make it "a
very live place. "
After an itinerary of local
sights, Mueller said she made
room for downtime at the end of
the trip. On this to ur, the last day
a nd a h a lf will be s pe nt in
Cancun, where people wi ll have a
chance to "soak up rays."
What dis ti nguishes Mue ller 's
trip from a lo nger semester
abroad program is th at Mueller
has made th e outi ng accessible
no t o nly to s tudents, but parents
and s pouses as well as fac ulty
and staff members. A lo ng with
planning diffic ulties, travel ing
al one is a major concern, accord ing to Mueller.
" [People] wanted to go, but no t
o n their own," s he said.
K im Hale, head of collectio n
management
at
Co lu mbia's

College Council
As ;tudent growt h continues,
so doe; the school c urric ulum . A
pro posal for a playwriting B.A.
and B .f'.A. was unanimou;ly
approved, and the new majo r i;
on its way to be cleared by
Carter.
Th e playwrning major i; a
joint e ffort between the Fi c tion
Wnting and Theater department;,
which have worked out a fo uryear plan a> well as appropriate
cou1 ;e; for >tude nt; to take.
··we th1nk II'> a wonderful new
maJor." ;a1d Wade Robert;, coun ci l ch<llrman and program di rector of the Interacti ve Mu lumed1a
De part ment. '· J am enthu sed
about it. It 's a good exam pl e o f
wh at ca n happen when two

library, joined Mue lle r 's 1998
Southern Ita ly tour after Mueller
sent her a Oier and said the group
atmosphere enhanced the trip.
" I had wanted to go to Italy forever and it was great to go wi th
so meone who k nows th e language and the culture," said Hale.
" We' re li ke a fami ly now. We get
baby annou ncements and go to
each other's weddings."
S hawn ShiOett, facult y member in the Fict io n Writing
De partment, jo ined Muller's
1999 tour o f Oaxaca and Pu.e rto
Escondido while working on his
novel, Hidden Place, based o n
h is . time in Puerto Escond ido
years ago. S hiOett said the trip
provided the perfect opportuni ty
to check hi s facts and s how his
wife where his story took place.
ShiOett also said he can attest
to Mue ller 's e xpansive itineraries.
" ]Mueller ] is very organized ,"
ShiOett said. "She'll g ive you
mo re than you can do."

Students and fa culty interested
in the trip can conwct Mueller
by phon e ar ( 312) 344-7532 o r by
e·mail a t rmueller@colum. edu.

cominuedfivm Ftvm Page

departments ca n find a com mo n
ground."
The meetin g agenda also
included a report fro m Ali c ia
Berg, new counci l member and
vice president o f campus env iro nme nt.
Berg di scussed her desire to
see the campus improve and
vowed to create a student center,
claiming it is a "personal goal."
"The big issue ]regarding a student centerj i; being able to fund
the construction o f a big building," Berg said.
Kostccka
of
the
Keith
Co lumb ia
Co llege
Faculty
O rgani za tion questio ned Berg's
"Corridor Blitz" project.
" Why was th ere such a limited

overall input fro m th e college
community fo r the 'Corridor
Bl itz,' and how ca n we j ustify the
spendi ng?" Kostecka said.
Berg said she knew a lot of
people were unh appy with the
"Corridor Bli tz" project, but she
wan ted to c hange the state of the
corrido rs
before
students
returned to school.
" I rea lly tho ught that I was
doing a good thing," Berg said .
"The idea was really focusing on
stud ent artwork ."
Berg defended the spending by
saying the carpet used is reliable
and w ill last fo r years to co me.
" Beca use it was a stro ng
des ig n," Be rg sa id, "you either
love it o r you hate it."

M e mbers o f the co llege's
St udent
Gover nment
Assoc iatio n vowed to bring
back the recentl y defunct student shuttle .
A t the SGA's fi rs t meeting of
the 2004 year, newly seated
pres ident Mike Gallo made the
s huttle the SGA's firs t item of
business.
" What I wou ld like to see is
why it failed , how much the
cost would be [to get it back]
and exp lo ring different avenues
fo r trans portation," Gallo said.
" We can ge t the s huttle back."
But where to get the funding
fo r the s huttle is a s ticking point
' between the SGA and college
o ffi c ia ls.
" I wouldn ' t mind tak ing it o ut
of SGA budget," Ga llo said .
Domi nic Cottone, director o f
s tudent leadership, disagreed,
saying he thought the facilities
department should pay for the
s huttle.
Cotto ne asked fo r a show of
hand s fr o m ever yone a t the
meetin g who wanted the student
s h uttle. The majority o f th e
room had their hands raised.
"If you raised your hands
beca use you want a s huttle,"
Cottone said, ·•yo u need to
make it happen . Get involved
a nd s tick to it."
The SGA representatives varied o n reasons they tho ught the
s huttle failed, but agreed that
they want it back, at least d uring th e tw o coldest winter
mo nths.
The response in favor of the
shutt le seemed mo re significant
due to the large number of students who s howed up to the
meeting.
Cottone was impressed with
the turnout of abo ut 70 to 80
people at the firs t SGA meeti ng
o f the year.
There were s tuden ts , some
intere sted in being a part of the
SGA and some jus t sitting in a ll

Deaf film fest

around the room, filling couches and s tanding in the back.
" We did no t expect to get that
many students," Cotto ne sai d.
The majority of the SGA di sagreed with the school's plan to
stop forwardi ng Oasis e-mail
and requi ring students to c heck
the webs ite. T hey plan on working wi th the administratio n to
reach some sort of agreement
about the e-mail accounts.
" I th ink th at th is is a problem
because Oas is is vet y unstable,"
said SGA se nator Jacob Tuma.
" Perhaps they can try to get a
better e-mail system."
The SGA hopes to be a d riving force in changing the emai l
situation, just as it was a catalyst in bringing needed loc kers
to departments last year.
After getti ng more lockers fo r
students, the SGA s u&gested
puttin g even more lockers in
departments that st ill need
them .
When it appeared that members of the SGA were all o n the
same page w ith thei r s uggestions and ideas, SGA secre tary
Vanessa Torres proposed th at
the SGA w rite a letter as a
group, in s upport o f the staff
union.

The staff un ion is trying to
gain schoolwi de support, but
many members of the SGA
wondered if a student organi zation s h o uld be givin g its
approval to so me thing the y
knew little about.
It was eve ntuall y decided that
the issue would be put on ho ld.
Most liked the idea o f individ ual SGA me mbers supporting
the unio n, b ut not the association as a whole .
" It 's up to the SGA," Cottone
said, " However, I think they
s ho uld focus mo re o n students."
Cottone said that since the
SGA is a voice for the students,
the s ta ff should s upport each
other and the st udents will support their ow n.
··we're goi ng to h ave a ki ckass yea r," Cotto ne sai d.

Continuedfrom Page 3

You've got all these ]students] who
have seen a lot of Tarantino and
they want to copy that witho ut first
asking the question: What am I trying to accomplish? Is this the best
way to convey my message?"
Flanders said.
Fo unded three years ago, the
nonprofit C IMJ was started with an
innovative purpose: movie therapy.
The founders were interested, said
Flanders, in looking in what audi ences want and need. instead of
how movies are produced.
Flanders said its board members.
incl uding
Columbia
Dance
Movement Therapy Department
chairwoman Susan Imus. were also
interested in the therapeutic effects
of film, and how filmmaking can
be used as a therapeutic tool for
people who s uffer from diseases
and mental conditio ns that prohibit
them from organizing their Jives.
s uch as autism, schizophrenia and
amnesia.
" Instead of j ust sitting and
watching a movie to feel better.

you're ... working with an experienced filmmaker and art therapist
to really take a patient through the
fi lmmaking process ... usi ng an
o rganizationa l tool to help them
cope with the different problems
they have," Flanders said.
Though the festival is co-sponsored by a number of Columbia
departments, the closeness of the
festival to the start of the fall
semester prohibits a large amount
of student involvement. However.
Flanders said this cenainly will not
be the last time the CIMI and
Columbia work together.
' 'Thi s is really the first step
toward a long-term relationship·
between Columbia and the CIMI to
ao all sorts of film-related activities
and programs." Flanders said.
"We' re going to try to start visiting
students and c lasses and speaking
to students as guest lecturers."
For mo re information 011 tickets
or sclreduled evems at the FesTival
for Cinema of the Deaf, log 01110
www.deafcitletlw.org.
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FULL AND PART-TIME REGULAR STAFF
(excluding supervisors and managers, students and those in Human Resources, IT, Payroll, Accounting,
Institutional Advancement, Security Guards, and the General Counsel's and President's offices)

Don't let others speak for you-

October 14

Columbia

If/

COLlEGE

CH I CAGO

Are "three strikes" laws working? Are they fair?
Investigative journalists Joe Domanick and Alden Loury will share their experiences in
probing the criminal justice system , particularly inequities in sentenci ng.

Steve Montiel , a veteran reporter and educator who is the founding director of the University of
Southern California's Annenberg Institute for Justice and Journalism, where Domanick is Senior
Fellow for Criminal Justice, will moderate the debate. Montiel will provide information about
Institute fellowships allowing professional journalists to do in-depth work.
Domanick's new book, Cruel Justice: Three Strikes and the Politics of Crime in America's Golden
State (University of California Press), based on extensive research and written in narrative style,
explores the brutal murders of Polly Klaas and another California girl and the repercussions of the
law passed in their names. Even Joe K!aas said, "The murder, rape and kidnapping of my granddaughter Polly Klaas was exploited by this three-strikes bill ," calling the subsequent law "Talibanstyle" justice.
Loury, awa rd-winning senior editor of the The Chicago Reporter, grew up in the LeClaire Courts
public housing development on Chicago's Southwest side and went on to graduate from the
University of Illinois, Urbana. In 2001, he received the prestigious Crime and Communities Media
Fellowship from the Soros Foundation's Open Society Institute. This award allowed him to investigate racial disparities in drug arrests and drug sentencing in Chicago, resulting in a three-part
series that ran in the Reporter.

PANEL DISCUSSION,
RECEPTION
and
BOOK SIGNING
Tuesday, October 12
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Columbia College Chicago
Hokin Auditorium
623 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago

Co-sponsored by the Journalism Department, Columbia College Chicago, The Chicago Headline Club as part of its 3rd annual
Brownlee Journalism Series and the USC Annenberg Institute for Justice and Journalism

Columbia

trJ

COLLEGE

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
CHICAGO

NATIONAL NEWS

Courtesy KRT Wire Service

Medical students receive a lecture as they prepare to operate on 'Sam;' a state of the art, computer-controlled mannequin designed to simulate human responses.

Mannequins help medical students prepare for potential surgical crises
0 Artificial counterparts give future doctors a hands-on approach to diagnoses
By Patricia Corrigan
St. Louis Posi-Q;spatch (KRT.)

ST. LOUIS-The patient, covered with a green drape, lies on the
table in the operating room. Dr.
Caroline Hall and Dr. Ryan
Le ifheit, firs t-year residents in
anesthesiology at St. Lou is
University,
move
s moothl y
between the monitors and the
patient, who is undergoing surgery
for a broken wrist. Suddenly, concerned about a report from one of
the monitors, Le ifheit says,
"We' ve got a leak. This is a disaster."
Leifheit attempts to determine
the origin of the problem. With
Hall, he backtracks to when the
problem first occurred, and they
try to correct it. Eventually, the
patient stabilizes, and the s urgery
is complete.
" Let 's take her to recovery
before something else happens,"
said Leifheit, an expression of profound relief evident on his fa ce.
From a control room behi nd an
observation window with oneway glass comes the voice of Dr.
Nahel Saied: "That 's the point.
Anything can happen any time."
Saied is an assistant professor of
anesthesiology at the S LU School
of Medicine and the director of the
simulation program at the school's
Life Support Skill s Center. The
patient is not a "her" at all, but a
$240,000 life-sized, computercontrolled s imulator mannequ in
named Edd1e .
Eddie 's cohort, Sam, who has
been known to don a wig and go
by the name Samantha, serves the
same purpose at the C linical

Simulation Center at Washington scenario. You lose sight of the fact classroom where we tell you that
University. Eddie and Sam have that it's a simulation. You get the patient has pneumonia and
similar medical histories. Every drawn in, and you sweat," he said. then we teach you about pneumaweek, each suffers numerous heart "But if you make a mistake, nia and how it decreases oxygen
attacks, experiences repeated pul- you're not going to harm anyone." level. This is very different.
monary problems and comes close
"We were the first center to
With the simulator, you have the
to death. The full -body man- open in the Midwest, and probably anxiety, but not the high stakes."
nequins have mechanical hearts the first in the U.S. to teach and Murray paused, watched the
that beat, a pulse that throbs and train students and doctors," said screen for a minute, and said,
hands that twitch. Their eyes Dr. David Murray, director of the 'Ths one's going to die."
dilate, open and close. They even Washington University Center.
In the mock operating room
"People have always said [the with the students, Dr. Joseph Kras,
cry, vomit and produce urine.
Most doctors consider the simulator] was a great device to associate director of the center,
opportunity to learn on a medical increase patient safety, but no one asked Dr. Jeffrey Yoder for a diagmannequin a boon to patient safe- ever said how to do that. We had a nosis of the rapidly declining
ty. During mock surgery, a man- head start defining what we want- patient 's condition. "Myocardial
nequin can be programmed to ed to teach and what we wanted to ischemia," said Yoder. With the
exh ibit such complications as ~-------------, other residents, Yoder paused to
discuss what that d iagnosis might
throat spasms, asthma attacks and
irregular heartbeat.
" Putting someone to sleep
mean and what actions might be
"These are events the residents
called for.
are not expecting, though they
can be analogous to taking
Still watching from the next
have been trained to deal with
off....Coming out of anesroom, Murray commented, "You
them," said Dr. Mark Comunale,
thesia is landing."
would never be able to stop in the
middle of a crisis situation and
chaim1an of anesthesiology and
critical care at St. Louis
make time for deductive reasonUniversity. "With the simulator,
- Dr. Mark Comunale,
ing." 1l1en he noted that Julie
chairman of anesthesiology Woodhouse, the nurse who works
we can watch the way they deal
with the problem without worryas the program 's administrator,
at St. Louis University
ing about patient injury. Also, we
"must be doing everything she can
can stop the computer and say,
on the computer to keep Sam
'You did that wrong, let's try it train people to do."
going while the students talk this
Murray wants to train doctors to through."
again,' which is something we
can't do in the operating room. "
be better at their craft. "l l 1e techThree residents, Dr. Shaw n
Said Comunale, " Putting some- nology is up to date. It doesn't Snow, Dr. Haiqiong Riggs and Dr.
one to sleep can be analogous to need to get better," he said. "What Brian Cohen, gathered to talk
taki ng off. During asp iration, needs to get better is how we use about their training.
you're cmi sing at altitude. the technology to train people so
"Working with the mannequin
Coming out o f anesthesia is land- that they are better physicians."
is a unique opportunity for the
He g lanced up at the closed-cir- instmctor to throw problems at
ing. A s uccess ful n ight, as it were,
depends on a lot of dmgs and a lot cuit screen showing fi ve of his 17 us," said Snow. He paused and
of equ ipment."
fi rst-year anesthesio logy residents laughed. " It seems I'm never in
Sess ions with Eddie work well at work on Sam.
the group with an easy induction.
for training both residents and fac"l nis a fternoon, we' re melding But in this business, you see a lot
ulty, said Comunale. " I've had the a couple of d ifferent problems, of emergencies happen, and with
opportunity to use the simulator among tl]cm decreased oxygen the mannequin, you learn what to
mysel f. You get caught up in the levels. ·n , is is different from a do without having to learn on a

real patient."
As they work, the doctors can
hear Sam breathing. They also can
check the mannequin's pulse and
listen to its lungs and heart. Cohen
noted that when first working with
the mannequin, "you know it's not
reaL" But when Woodhouse continues to program Sam to respond
as the doctors administer different
dmgs, "you forget that it's not
real," said Cohen.
Later, back in the control room
with Derek Durfee, simulation
coordinator, Saied praised the
dozen anesthesiology residents.
" Right now, we have a good group
performing at a high level," he
said.
As director of the simulation
center, Saied chooses the complications that Eddie will experience
during surgery. " I surprise the residents and see how they react," he
said. He also reviews each training
session with them.
At one such session, a resident
commented that the training that
had just ended could have gone
more smoothly. Aloud, he
reviewed the course of events, listing the d ifficulties encountered.
"Don't let one problem consume you entirely," said Saied.
"Still, it 's appropriate not to proceed with the surgery when there's
a problem."
Back at St. Louis University,
Saied noted that a sense of humor
comes in handy.
"Anesthesiology attracts a
physician who likes medicine and
surgery, acute care without longterm patient interaction, but we
also have to be able to entertain
the surgeon," he said , smiling
broadly.
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Lack of flu shots increase meningitis chances on college campuses
0

Meningitis the greatest risk to students in resident life programs

vaccination against meningitis.
A female student at Columbia
was diagnosed with viral meningitis in March 2004. However,
since she was not a member of
the Residence Life program, no
other cases of infection were
reported, and her case was
quickly isolated and treated.
Most dorms and residence
halls hold no more than a few
hundred students on average.
But with large scale, inter-collegiate housing quickly becoming
the norm, particularly in crowded urban areas, the possibility of
a large-scale infection among
non-vaccinated students, is
becoming a real possibility.
Manifesting as both meningitis and meningococcal disease,
the illneSs caused by the N.
Courtesy KRT Wire Service
meningitides bacteria is found to
This won't be a familiar scene at Columbia, as the school does primarily affect young children
not offer vaccinations for meningitis.
and young adu lts across the
campuses across the nation may country. While infection rates of
By Adam J. Ferington
meningococcal disease in infa nts
rise exponentially.
Associate Editor
traditionally
A statement from the Medical has remained
Director for Columbia 's Student steady, the outbreak of infection
As people around the country
Health Center, Dr. Blair Odland, among young adu lts in the 18 to
prepare for flu season and the
states, "There are recommenda- 24 age range has increased expoinevitable shortage of the availtions that incoming freshman nentially within the past decade.
able inoculation supply, health
Meningitis infections typically
students who will be living in
care providers on college camdorms should consider receiving come in two variations: meningipuses around the country are
meningococcal vaccination, but tis, a communicable but relativealso attempting to stem another
there is no clear recommenda- ly benign version that is spread
potentially dangerous outbreak:
tion that it be given-it is left to virally, and meningococcal dismeningitis.
the students, and parents, to ease, a bacterial form of menin. Meningitis typi cally affects
gitis that is far more virulent and
decide."
more than I 00 college students
In Chicago, nearly I, 700 new can lead to pneumonia, seizures,
annua lly, according to the
students from DePaul and delirium and coma. Both are
Baltimore-based College Health
Roosevelt universities and characterized by an infection and
"Association. The majority of
Columbia (many of them fresh- inflammation of the fluid and tisthose diagnosed live. in close
men) have been introduced and sue surrounding the brain and
interpersonal spaces, such as
integrated into the University spinal column, and show s igns
dorms and res idence halls.
Center of C hicago. Columb ia's of infection through fever, nauAlthough an individual with a
application for undergraduate sea, stiff neck, severe headache,
normal immune system is at litadmission requires "one tetanus- vomiti ng and body rash.
tle risk for infection, incidents of
Cases of infection from the
diptheria shot within the last I 0
upper and lower respiratory tract
years, two separate shots of meningitis bacteria were cominfections, such as those caused
measles (rubeola) within one's mon in the military prior to
by influenza or pneumonia, may
lifetime, one rubella (German 1971, when new recruits were
put an individual at much higher
measles) shot in one's lifetime found to be at a high risk of
risk. With infants and the elderly
and one mumps shot in one's exposure to the disease because
being given priority for influenlifetime." The other institutions of living in close quarters.
za inoculations, the limited suphave similar guidelines in order Accord ing to figures released by
ply means that the possibility of
for students to attend school. the Centers for Disease Control
meningitis infections on college
None of them, however, requires and Prevention, meningococcal

disease is found to be concentrated in areas with ··several
common characteristics: age,
diverse geographic backgrounds,
and crowded living conditions."
While the military has been
able to all but eliminate the rate
of infection due to mandatory
inoculations, the conditions necessary for infection bear an eerie
resemblance to those inherent on
many college campuses.
While the choice of inoculation is given to students and their
parents, residents of the
University Center who contract
serious illnesses such as pneu-

mania and meningitis are left to
seek out medical treatment on
their own.

'"We don't have a medical center here in the building"," said a
representative for the University
Center. "There isn't even a nurse

on staff here."
"Each cohort is required to
attend their school"s own hea lth
ce nter," Columbia's Assistant

Dean of Students Ashley Knight,
said. " Inoculations [for meningitis) .. are expensive, and it's
only 85 percent to 90 percent
effective . ... It's also not covered
by medical insurance."

Meningitis
Meningococcal disease most often affects those age 15 to 24. The
disease, which attacks key organs. can kill a healthy person in days.

o~nlnges

membranes
covering the
brain and
spina! cord

Potential carTiers
Bacteria carried in nasal
larynx of about 5v 10

percent of people; when
a carrier coughs, sneezes
or shores a drink or
c·garetle, bacteria can
Infect others

Symptoms
• High fevef, headache, stiff
(leek develop in several hours
or over two days
8 Nausea, vomiting, discomfort
with bright lights, confuston,

sleepiness
• skin rashes occur in about
half the cases
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Dead l y r es ults

Courtesy KRT Wire Service

Army college program links soldiers in field with educators
0 Colleges allow service men and women to pursue college degrees while serving in the states and abroad
By Angelique Soenarie
Knight Ridder New;papers(KRT.)

COLUMBUS, Ga.- Being an
active-duty soldier and attending
college at the same time may clash
if you're training in the field.
But what if a soldier could go to
class via laptop or personal computer?
An online education program,
eArmyU, aims to help enl isted
soldiers work toward a college
degree or certificate online.
"[think it's awesome," said Sgt.
1st Class Demetrius Brown, who
has taken four classes through the
program. "I can do it on my own
time," he said.
Brown, 34, who is with the 3rd
Brigade,
Headquarters
and
Headquarters Company at Fort
Benning, Ga., is preparing for
deployment to Iraq between
November and February. After he
completes his time in the service,
Brown wants to mentor juveniles
or be a probation officer.
In October, the program offers

two options to take courses online.
One is called the e-Course option,
where regular active-duty soldiers
and active Army National Guard
and Reserves furnish their own
personal computers to take courses. The laptop option, called the
Technology Pack, provides a laptop to those who re-enlist for
assignment in a combat or operational unit, which is a re-enlistment and readiness tool in support
of the Army's transformation, said
Gloria C. Kelsey, of Fort
Benning's Army Continuing
Education Systems Learning
Center.
"eArmyU assists in eliminating
barriers to post-secondary opportunity by providing anytime, anywhere academic access across the
Army," she said.
The online program was
launched in 200 I and was piloted
at three Army installations,
including Fort Benning. Today,
more than 50,000 soldiers have
taken courses with the possibilities of earning post-secondary certificates, bachelor's and master's

~---,

degrees offered at 29
accredited colleges and
universities. At Fort
Benning, there are 6,200
soldiers enrolled in the
program.
To be eligible, a soldier
must have three years of
service remaining, a high
school diploma or aGED
and approval from their
commander and Army
Continuing Education
System counselors.
Soldiers'
tuition,
books, course fees, email account and Internet
service are paid for.
Those who receive a laptop must complete 12
credit hours in three
years. Soldiers in the eCourse program do not
~~----oo1 have any milestones to
meet, except to success_._,_.;__:____:...J fully complete the course.
.
Courtesy KRT Wire Servic•
Brown said he appreciAn online program allows enlisted sol- ates the convenience· of
diers to pursue a degree in higher edu- taking courses online and
cat1on wh1le enlisted.
professors being available

L-=--==-=-

by e-mail or phone. He blocks out
two hours each night to study after
training.
"My weekend is also flexible,
so l get up and see what's online,"
said Brown, who is studying crinlinal justice.
This fa ll, Brown plans to take
two courses through Troy
University. When he deploys, he's
hoping to continue tak ing courses
online. However, Brown said he's
not sure how it. will work when he
gets to Iraq.
Spc. Edward Calado, also with
the 3rd Brigade, Headquarters and
Headquarters Company, works in
the legal office, and is working on
a certificate in criminal justice. He
came into the Army with a business marketing degree from the
University of Wisconsin and a law
degree from Drake University in
Des Moines, Iowa.
"It keeps your mind active and
that's important," he said. "When
you take a course you're forced to
think critically and write concisely about a subject. That's important for any job."
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best computer
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For a limited time, buy any Mac laptop,
an iPod, and any eligible HP printer,
and we'll take $299 off of the
already-discounted education price*.

Buy a bundle,
get a bundle back.
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Less than a month until the
election and it has come down to
this: The race for the White
House is little more than marketing at its best (or worst). Not
only are the candidates' public
relations reps spinning press like
a prepubescent boy playing spin
the bottle, but more and more
companies seem to have joined
in on the fun and games.
Not only can people buy shirts,
buttons, flags , beer cozies, banners and posters displaying their
candidate of choice, but it's gotten even more absurd. In fact, ?Eleven stores nationwide are
playing Electoral College with
Bush and Kerry coffee cups,
aiming to compile a poll-perhaps the most accurate one
yet- to determine coffee
drinkers' presidential preference.
But really, who drinks the coffee
there, anyway?
If you prefer to get coffee elsewhere, you can always go to
petpeevespoll.com to determine
if your dog or cat is a Democrat
or a Republican. Of course, the
site is really just a trap to get
you to buy $ tO plush Frisbees
with Dubya and Kerry's faces
printed on them. The problem
here is that if you select Fido's

choice, he's going to chew it up
beyond recognition.
So, what's next, Bush and
Kerry tampons? I mean really,
just how fa r wi ll people go?
Anything to make a buck, apparently.
All of these schemes are great
for business, but are they really
productive? Of course not. Do .
these companies care? It's
doubtful. So I propose a few
ideas ttiat might really send out
a more effective message:
"Tattoos-temporary ones, of
course, so yo u can flip-flop at
will. Politics is an ever-changing
entity. No one would wa nt to be
stuck supporting one person forever. Plus, I bet some Kerry sup porters might just fi[ld it funny to
tattoo "Bush" on their ... bodies.
These cannot be expected to
show realistic results , but then
again, what would? So grab a tat
and some water and bam!-,
you're an apathetic college student turned political activist. And,
you're still "artistically expressing" yourself. It's genius, really.
·underwear. OK, I guess that'd
only really work for one of the
candidates. And really, we have
to be fair here. Kerry supporters
cou ld sport (or at least buy their
girlfriends) bras.
"Foam fingers . George Bush
backers get the middle fingers
(as always), while Kerryites sport
peace signs that allow the middle finger to bend , so they can
go from flashing peace signs to
No. t signs-they have to stick
with tradition and keep everyone
guessing.
And now, perhaps the best

How do you feel about the

idea I've ever had: "American
Candidate." You guessed it, it's a
presidential race "American Idol"
style. It's a well-known fact that
more Americans voted for Clay, I
mean Rueben, than for the 2000
presidential election. Why? Not
only because so many people
are endlessly glued to the tubes
awaiting Simon Cowell's assaulting comments, but because it's·
easy. If the presidential race
were televised nationally, no
one, not even gold-diggers in
Utah, would have an excuse for
not knowing anything about the
candidates-all of them. Yes,
Virginia , there are more than
two. Even Nader would get his
time in the limelight.
Every week, the candidates
would give speeches and per:
form to show off the talents
they'd be bringing to the White
House if elected. Bush could
show us all how fast he can
drink a keg, wh ile Kerry churns
out thumping bass lines. Paula
Abdul would be there, of course,
to cry after each speech or performance, while Randy Jackson
would nickname everyone
"Dawg." Voters at home would
call or text in their votes for
Dubya-Dawg or J-Dawg. When
all is said and done , a heartwarming video montage would
be played to show all the
behind-the-scene antrcs the candidates toiled in during their stay
at the "American Candidate" loft.
Free Ford Focuses for aM
You never know, maybe Simon
Cowell would get elected. He's
an ass, but hey, at least he's
honest.

. n0
SammY Sosa situat IO .

Bryan Butler
Grapic Design, Sophomore

Eric Kasang
journalism, 2nd B.A.
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Every cup counts in the 7-Eiection
Convenience store giant tallies presidential candidates ' cups
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
Weekday mornings in the
city are full of frantic urbanites
waiting for buses, walking to
trains, hailing cabs-hustling
and bustling their way to
offices, classrooms, meetings
and conference calls. Before 9
a.m., there's barely time to
breathe- but coffee drinkers
alwa"ys manage to make time
to grab a cup of Joe.
Now, thanks to 7-Eieven,
they can grab cups of George
and John, too; that's Bush and
Kerry, of course. The convenience store giant has added to
its Big Gulp resume by taking a
plunge, into the world -of partisan promotion with the 7Election Presidential Coffee
Cop Poll.
.
But this isn't the first time.
The "poll ," which was first
unveiled in the months prior to
the 2000 election, allowed caffeine addicts to "vote" for the
candidate of his or her choice
by pouring steaming hot java
into 20 ounce Styrofoam cups
displaying the last names of
the presidential hopefuls. Four
years later, one name remains
and Kerry takes_AI Gore's slot.
The Bush and Kerry cups,
red and blue, respectively, are
stacked separately from one
another. At the end of the
day-which is an odd thing to
determine as most 7-Eieven
locations are open 24/7-the
res ults a;e P.,Osted on the 7Ele9en website. ' •• ~
So, which are the hottest (no

pun intended) movers? As of
press time, the ?-Election poll
shows Bush with 15.54 percent while Kerry is slightly
behind with 14.68 percent.
However, that leaves 69.78
percent of 7-Eleven drinkers

marketing communications for
7-Eieven Inc., said, the program is garnering a much better response this time around.
In fact, he mentioned that
while the amount of people
who didn't "cast their votes" is

In the South Loop, the cups
seem to be taking off, according to Parkash Abraham, the
manager of the 343 S.
Dearborn St. location.
"We've had a lot of feedback," Abraham said. "And

undecided. Or, perhaps they
just prefer to keep their choice
of presiden tial hopefuls to
themselves-especially those
sw1ng state sippers.
As Kevin Gardner, director of

fairly high, the
company
is
seeing
an
improvement this time around .
"So far, we're seeing fewer
undecided voters than in
2000," Gardner said.

people seem to think it's a really good idea." That is. of
course, since both of the cups
have been made available at
the store. Abraham mentioned

some initial misunderstand ing
of how the cups should be displayed.
"When we first put them out,
I think we put just Bush- we
didn't realize there were different cups," he said. "And I
guess the Kerry supporters got
pretty ticked off, not only here,
in some other stores too. Right
now, we have Bush on one
side, the undecided , which is a
regular cup, and then Kerry on
the other side, so we can keep
everybody happy."
Abraham noted that as each
cup is rung up separately, the
daily results on the website are
fairly accurate. The results are
"about even," Abraham said.
But at one North Side location, the results are far from
even. According to a 7-Eieven
employee at 2264 N. Clark St. ,
who wished to remain anonymous, the Kerry cups seem to
be selling more. A customer in
line noted that he actually preferred the regular cups. "It's
just coffee," the man said.
"Yeah, but I have a feeling
we're probably going to be
stuck with a lot of those Bush
ones," the employee respond ed.
The 7-Eieven website will
update the results until Nov. 1
(the day before the election),
which marks the end of the
poll. So next time you're grabbing coffee, just remember that
every cup counts.

With a $35 annual student membership to The Fi eld Museum, you can " t ravel" to A frica, China, Tibet,
or hundreds of other exotic and interest ing pl aces. And st il l be back for your afternoon classes.

T~Field
useurn
Home of Sue the

T. ~ex

Discounted student membership is only $35 through 11/12/04 • 1400 South Lake Shore Drive • www.fieldmuseum.org • 312-922-9410
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO
ATIEND A SPECIAL SCREENING OF

S

"Sexier than
'Shakespeare

in Love!'
Billy Crudup gives a superb,
not to be missed performance!"
Shari Roman, FLAUNT

"Gorgeous and funny...
a smart, sexy beast of a movie!
Billy Crudup and Claire Danes
generate a dizzying heat!"
Karen Durbin, ELLE

'"Stage Beauty' shines!,
Gary Strauss, USA TODAY

SHE WAS THE FIRST OF HER KIND.
HE WAS THE LAST OF HIS.

BILLY CRUDUP

CLAIRE DANES

STAGEBEAUTY

.

IN THEATRES FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22ND
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Hollywood's new puppetmasters
'South Park' team's latest project merges action with marionettes
By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
With their latest film , Team
America: World Police, set to
premiere this week, Trey
Parker and Matt Stone, the
team behind "South Park,"
somehow found the time to talk
with The Chronicle about the
important things in life: puppet
sex and hate mail.
Chronicle: What do you
guys think it is about animation that people relate to so
well? Shark Tale opened with
$49 million in tickets sold,
and there's a lot of anticipation for the release of your
movie.
Trey Parker: I really have no
idea because I thought Shark
Tale looked like it must suck
balls. I mean, I don't know what
drove people to that movie. But
I mean for us, it is just the ability to have a lot of control over
things, especially with "South
Park." It is the ability to sort of
have the Chinese army show
up if you need or whatever,
make those kinds of jokes. With
th is movie, we really kind of
learned as we were shooting it.
It was way more like a live
action movie than it was animation because everything really
was happening right in front of
you and you had to make it
work. In terms of what people
get there, I really don't know.
Matt Stone: But also, so
. many live action ·movies now,
big action movies are almost
animated anyway.
TP: True.
C: There is obviously a
huge action influence on
this filln Which action films
influence yoi:J-.the most?
................ "·•
TP: We r.eally modeled this
movie after the classic [Jerry]
Bruckheimer structure, which
is really a horrible structure
when you really look at it,
which is rea[ly sort of a
Joseph Campbell structure....
Instead of sort of starting with
the reluctant hero that has to
grow into manhood and
accept his quest in doing
everything. He just starts with
a guy who is fucking rad and
thinks he is rad and then sort
of in the middle starts thinking, "maybe I'm not so rad,"
and then in the end decides
he is really rad again. So that
is the sort · of the Jerry
Bruckheimer hero.
MS: Both Pearl Harbor
and Top Gun have the exact
same scene. It is exactly the
same scene where it is Tom
Cruise and Ben Affleck. They
are brass, they are young,
they have so much ability.
Then they get caught fucking
around by their superior, and
instead of getting busted, he
sends him to Top Gun school
or whatever. It is exactly the
same scene. Just one is with
Ben Affleck and one is with
Tom Cruise. It is amazing.
C: According to the website, the movie still doesn 't
have a rating. I've heard
rumors it's because of gratuitous puppet sex. Can you
confirm or deny this?
TP: Yes, we confirm it. It is

absolutely the most ridiculouss,
stupid thing in the universe. Our
puppets are not anatomically
correct, they don't even have,
like, pubic hair-they're dolls.
And we put them in sexual positions, but obviously everything's
completely implied. It's just a
joke, and the MPAA was like,
"No,no,no." Meanwhile, we're
taking other puppets and, you
know, blowing thei r heads off,
they're covered with blood and
stuff, and the MPAA didn't have
a word to say about that. It was
all about the sexual positions. It
couldn't be anything but missionary. I think that little boys
and girls around the country are
thinking that their dolls are
doing the same stuff.
C: This movie was partly
based on " Thunderbi rds, "
the popular 1960s British television series. But did you
have any other puppet influ,
ences, maybe the greatest
puppets of all time?
TP: Well, it was very much
inspired by Gerry Andersen ,
and all of the Stingray stuff. It
was just this fascination we had
with this guy, and actually it was
pretty cool because the guy
Gerry Andersen just sent us a
letter. He saw the trailer and he
was pretty psyched, so we're
going to try to get him out to the
premiere and everything. But
after doing a puppet movie, I
think that guy is completely out
of his mind. Because I would
never, ever do another one ever
_again, and I don't know how
that guy's done it for like 30
years-1 have no idea.

post-Fahrenheit 9/1 1, it's really
important (laughs). We live in a
post-Fahrenheit 9/ 11 world. It's
funny, because we never
thought of ourselves as
satirists. Well, we just sort of do
comedy, and we end up doing
sort of topical comedy, and
everyone's suddenly saying
we're satirists. It's not really a
conscious thing. Even in this
movie, while it is political, we've
noticed as we've made it that
the politics always sort of took a
backseat. The politics became

C: Are you brutally honest
with each other about what's
funny and what's not, or do
you just instinctively know
what works?
TP: No, we don't instinctively know at all. We just throw a
lot of things on the easel and
then cut a lot of things out. And
when you're sitting on your 75th
day of trying to make puppets
look at each other, nothing's
funny anymore. Luckily, we
worked out most of the comedy
in the script before we started
shooting.
MS: It probably helps that
Trey and I are both such dicks
that we won't really fake laugh
at anything. So we only really
laugh at something we rea lly
think is funny.
TP: And we only laugh at our
own stuff. If anyone else tries to
throw in a joke, we tell them to
shut up.
C: Have you guys ever
received hate mail regardi ng
your work?
TP: Well, we don't really get
the hate mail. Comedy Central
gets all the hate mail. They get
fan mail and hate mail. Then
they just send us the fan mail.
·so it could be like a 5 to 1 ratio
of hate mail to fan mail, and
we'll never know.Comedy
Central . knows. It's funny
though, when people get pissed
off, they really point their anger
at Comedy Central. Even when
it's just bad creatively, they
blame Comedy Central- and
we do, too (laughs). No, we
don't get much hate mail, but
we will after this movie.
C: How d o you think you 'd
respond to hate mail you
receive?

C: You guys are some of
the best known satirical writers in television. What role
would you say satire plays in
the post-9111 frenzy that's
going on right now?
TP: Well, especially in a

the setting, because they really
aren't that funny. It really
became a movie about making
fun of movies. And 1 guess
that's the most satirical part of
the movie, the satire of "here's a
Bruckheimer movie done with
puppets."

TP: I don't think we would,
really. I mean. I think we would
definitely sit down and hug each
other and cry over it. We'd be
really bummed out, and then
we'd get in our big Mercedes
and drive to our big houses.
We'd be so bummed.

C: Are any members of
Team America inspired by a
real person or TV character?
TP: They're sort of just
inspired from the very standard
sort of Joseph Campbell
mythology. You know, the mentor character, the emotional
guidance character, and all of
that stuff that yo u find in Star
Wars and the Matrix. Well, the
first Matrix anyway; all the rest
of them l ucked it up. It was also
based
on - the
standard
Bruckheimer stuff.
C: There's a lot of obvious
social commentary in your
work. Is that just a product of
the times?
TP: We very rarely sit down to
write and say, "Ok, which social
thing should we tackle this
week?"
MS: I think it comes out of the
fact that we have to do 20
shows a year, and we need
subject matter, and there's 1he
world around you. I mean, when
you see big sitcoms like
"Friends," and they'll purposely
stay away from social issues
because they don't want to
alienate anybody. So when one
of the characters gets pregnant
and is a single mom, there's
totally funny shit having to do
with the fact that she's going to
be a single mom, but with
"Friends ," it'll just be about, "Oh
my god, I've got to find a fucking
dress to fit my fat belly." That's
your 30 minutes. So, I mean,
we have to come up with 20
shows, and we don't have good
actors like Jennifer Aniston to
pull off our stuff, so we've got to
come up with shit like that
(laughs).

Team America: World
p oI'ICe opens m
· theaters
Oct. 15. Look for a full
review of the film and
more from Matt and
Trey in .next Wf!ek'S
ISSUe. ,
.·"
l<'\?:•,.
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Political Nirvana
By Trish Bendix/Assistant A&E Editor
Krist Novoselic's facial hair is gone. His
face is actually visible. instead of hidden by
dark flowing locks colliding with his occasional beard. He really appears to be a
politician .
Novoselic is well known as "the other
guy" in Nirvana. He's not Dave Grohl and
he's certainly not Kurt Cobain. Instead, he's
an activist and new author. Novoselic's
book, Of Grunge and Government: Let's
Fix This Broken Democracy, is a "personal
and political memoir," breezing over
his life as a disgruntled
teen
in
Aberdeen,
Wash.
and into his career
with Nirvana.
"I believe each
person should determine what level of
political participation
feels most comfortable for him or her, ..
Novoselic wrote. "I
don't want to live all
over anybody and
expect them to jump
into politics; I'll leave
that to overbearing
crusaders. There are
good people willing
to do the heavy lifting. and I ask you to
please support them
the best you can."
Novoselic has a lot
of ideas and many
facts to back them
up, though he is
mostly in his element regarding musical
rights. He founded Joint Artists and Music
Promotions Political Action Committee in
1995 in support of "pro-music" candidates
for public office. Heavily involved in

Washington's music scene throughout his
life, Novoselic is an advocate for all-ages
shows and venues, and he's against censorship.
The grunge part of Novoselic's career
seems small in comparison to his endeavors that followed : only one chapter of the
book is devoted to his life while playing
bass in Nirvana. The rest is devoted to his
beliefs and opinions spanning issues from
9/11 to instant runoff voti'lg.
While there are
some interesting tidbits
about pre-Nirvana Kurt
Cobain, the idea of
including a brief history
and then shifting focus
to his political beliefs
makes the first chapter
seem a bit like a baitand-switch for fans. If
you plan on buying the
book solely for the
Nirvana scoop, consider this your warning .
Of Grunge
and
Government is obviousl y directed toward
young, impressionable
readers who aren't
completely fam iliar with
politics and related topics that directly affect
them. By defining basic
ideas and political
terms, there is some
redundancy for any
reader remotely up to
date. However.
in
terms of whom the ·
book is geared toward (young Nirvana
fans ), Of Grunge and Government will
hopefully convince readers to continue
after the first chapter ends.
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Another piece· of Cake

By Doris Dadayan/Contributing Writer
The sounds of Sacramento-based movie I no, you still don't like to leave
Cake seem to only sweeten with age. before the end of the show.~ Here,
Three years after their last release, McCrea seems to be chastising the
Comfort Eagle, the band's newest listener Without anr self-nghteousalbum, Pressure Chief, has the same ness, JUSt the band s usual style of
distinct Cake flavor that's always dead-pan JOkes and clever Imagery.
been a part of the mix: the mischieOn "D1me," McCrea s~dly corr;vous charm, the kookiness. the repel- pares h1mself to a d1me. Yo~ wont
itive lyrics the smart ass remarks. But even p1ck me up cause I m not
this time ' around, there's layers of enough I for a local phone call."
uniqueness, electronic influences, offAll of ~he other songs on Pressure
beat brilliance and a
Chtef are warcertain sadness to the
thy of repeated
album. The lyrics are
listens as well.
classic
Cake :
The sound- of
metaphorical lyrics
the album is
that represent some
still familiar to
of the most original
those who've
music made today
heard past hits
playful words that beg
such as "The
for deciphering, creat.~ 1s t a n c e , •
ing a fervor of rich,
S h o r t
melodic songs.
S k 1r t I L o n g
On "No Phone" and
Jacket"
and
"Tougher Than It Is,"
"Never There.'
lead vocalist John
Pressure
McCrea takes a stab
shows
the
at singing, his bitter
guys mellowvocals wry and inciing a bit with
sive as always. But,
age, yet still
with his signature sarcastic, mono- maintaining that famil iar edge, showtone style combined with the synthe- · ing the group for what they've always
sizer effect, the sound makes for a been: cynical. This is a band that says
cohesive and engaging album. The something- writing songs that are
fam iliar distorted guitar riffs are still in straightforward, political, raw and still
the background paired with the a mass of contradictions. Cake's
drums, create funky electronic beats, music is timeless, a mix of every
most evident in "Palm of Your Hand." genre blended to make one original
On the folky "End of the Movie," sound. But this time around, Pressure
McCrea sings, "People you love will certainly takes the cake.
Cake kicked off their solo U.S. tour
turn their backs on you I you'll lose
your hair i your teeth I your knife will Oct. 5, the same day Pressure Chief
fall out of its sheath I but you still don't was released.
like to leave before the end of the
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MCA showcases Asian art

IAI & IE I

PRE-BROADWAY WORLD PREMIERE

By Todd Burbo/Assistant A&E Editor
The popularity of Asian art E""!~----
(such as trad~ional calligraphy, Japanese Anime and
Chinese cinema) is exploding in American society
today. Some aspects have
become so saturated in our
culture that people may mistake them for indigenous
ideas, completely overlooking their far-east roots.
This winter, the Museum
of Contemporary Art, 220 E.
Chicago Ave, aims to
increase the exposure of
Asian
fine
arts
with
"Between Past and Future:
New Photography and
Video from China." The ~~:L.:.:~~~~~~~~~~__:__ _ __j
exhibit, which will be showing jointly at few minutes of gazing to notice the
the Smart Museum of Art, 5550 S. naked woman draped over a building
Greenwood Ave, and the MCA through in the center of the piece.
The woman is Chen, who describes
Jan. 16, features the work of 60
Chinese artists; some making their her piece as portraying the nonexistent
U.S. premieres.
25th hour in a day; a time the artist
Due to the exhibit's large body of wishes for. "[It's the time] when I could
artists, the work shows a satisfying become as large as I like , and do whatdiversity. The museums have attempt- ever I want."
ed to arrange them accord ing to four
"25:00" isessentially a feminist cri themes: History and Memory , tique of the male-dominated Chinese
Reimagining the Body , People and society, and is certainly a risk for
Chen-a daring statement that perPlace , and Performing the Self.
Walking through the MCA exhibit, haps all is not well in China.
Yang Yang presents a more lightpatrons are immediately struck by the
work of Song Dong. Titled "Water hearted view of China wi th his untitled
Seal," the piece is composed of 36 collection of 34 photos representi ng
prints depicting the artist in the Lhasa the city of Shenzhen. A booming,
River in Tibet. Dong, known for using youthful city, Shenzhen represents
water prominently in his work, sat in modern, fashionable China. Th e sothe river for an hour, stamping the sur- called "Shenzhen generation" (the
face with a seal displaying the Chinese average citizen is 28 years old)
symbol for "water." The mountainous embraces consumerism, mass media
backdrop provides natural beauty for and fash ion- which is perhaps strange
fo r a communist society. The photograthe piece.
Traditional influences are more pher's use of bright colors and urban
prom inent in the work of artist Huang environments is remi niscent of Sofia
Yah. To create "Chinese Landscape Coppola's Tokyo as seen in Lost in
Tattoo," Yah covered the model in Translation. Yang exclusively shoots
white powder, then applied ink and pretty, young girls dressed in
paint. The product resembles a tradi- American-style clothing and occasion tional landscape painting. Yah is ally smiling for the camera. As a com straightforward about his inspirations: plete work, the collection may not
"Landscape is proof that I can use inspire an emotional debate about any
objects to unburden my feel ings ... aspect of Chinese culture, but it could
Landscape is a re lease for my inspire someone to vacation there.
"Between Past and Future: New
Buddhist ideas."
Chen Lingyang uses her art fo r Photography and Video from China" is
entirely different purposes. Her piece, now showing at the Smart Museum of
"25:00 (No. 2)" depicts a Chinese city Art and the Museum of Contemporary
at night. Shown as a transparency over Art, and will continue through Jan. 16.
a light box, night lights of the city are F o r more inf o rmation v i sit
brought to life so vividly that it takes a www . m cac h ic ago . org.
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soul
•

c1rcus
BY TODD BURBO

I ASSISTANT A& E EDITOR

hrough a foggy haze and dim lighting. a small
girl suspended in the air by a large ring
gracefully shifts from one pose to the next.
As she hangs high above the floor, her grip
on the ring becomes more precarious with each
new pose. The lights slowly begin to rise, joined
by orchestral strings, and they work to build intensi ty towa rd a dramatic climax. In this moment, the
ci rcus is off to a wonderful start-the performance
is both beautiful and physica lly impressive.
A house DJ then drops the beat: a deep, funky
hip-hop bass line that gets th e crowd moving and
shaking. The stage is quickly filled with colorfully
dressed Caribbean dancers. In this moment, you're
not even sure if you're at a circus; it seems more
like a conce rt . One thing becomes ce rtain- you're
about to see a show like none you've ever seen.
This is UniverSo ul Circus, the first touring
African-Ame rican circus in history. UniverSoul ,
which premiered in Atlanta in 1994, is the brainchi ld of Cedric Walker. It's a circus entirely owned
and operated by African-Americans.
The show goes well beyond the boundaries of a
traditional circus. Throughout each performance
African-American culture is delicately laced into the
theme. Walker longed to expose kids to a production that, while highly entertaining, provided them
with more positive messages than the average hiphop concert.
While certainly inspirational, the show in no way
sacrifices entertainment for preachiness. From the
moment the Caribbean dance troupe (some of
them towering on 6-foot stilts) storms the ring. the
room's energy is th rough the roof. Between breathtaking acts by circus performers. a DJ, who spins
classic soul. funk and hip-hop, keeps the pace. At
one point. audience
members are brought
into the ring to participate in an old
school "Soul Train"
line. While the spotlight may be on the
lucky volunteers,
they' re certainly not
the only ones dancing; a quick glance
around shows much of
the crowd out of their
seats doing their
thing.
The mood is
likely kept light
between performances to
relieve the
tension
buildIng

T

during them. Most
stunts in the
UniverSoul Circus are
the death-defying variety-the a udience is
either deathly silent as
their palms sweat, or
screaming at what
they're sure will be the
end of one of the performers.
One of the first acts
to get hearts racing is
Anatolie, an acrobatic
Russian trio. Their performance is simple, but
impressive nonetheless. Picture an
Olympic balance
beam. Now, imagine
that beam being flexible like a diving board
and held by two burly
men. As if tumbling on
such a thing wouldn't
be difficult enough, the
men use the board's
spring to launch the
woman 20 to 30 feet in
the air, where she executes flawless flips and
twists, then lands
gracefully back on the 2.5 inch-wide beam.
As the classic Russian performers leave the .
ring, it is clear immediately that this is not your
average circus. The DJ scratches his way into a
beat, this time with ultra-low bass that threatens
to shake apart the stage. The tracks are the
same ones heard in clubs throughout the city,
featuring the likes of Lil' John and Nas. Such a
selection (which works quite well, in fact)
makes one wonder how such a show ever got
off the ground. Afte r all, a circus is traditionally
a family event, with parents and young children
as the primary audience . Parents are not traditionally hip-hop fans. So, how did UniverSoul
convince America that it was worthy of an audience?
It wasn't easy.
Recruiting and tra ining began in 1993,
one year before th e
show's debut. Walker
managed to line up a
few sponsors, but very
few had faith in the show,
which would essentially be testing
an entirely new market. Walker ended up
financing the majority of the million-dollar
productio n with his own money.
He wouldn't see an immediate return on the
money, as the first show was a total loss. However,
despite the lack of profit, the show's idea was successful. Crowds were enthusiastic, and the event
drew rave review s. Encouraged, Walker enlisted
the help of larger sponsors now wi lling to chip
in, and the show grew rapidly. In this 11th
year of UniverSoul's existence . it will be
seen in 55 cities nationwide. It has also
toured South Africa.
The show now boasts a number of
landmarks in the black entertainment
industry.
Tyrone
Taylor, the elephant train er.
is the first
black man to
hold such a
title; ringmas-

ter Patrice Lovely is also the first black woman to
hold hers. It's fitting that such a groundbreaking
show has performed for civil rights legend Rosa
Parks.
While the show is geared toward AfricanAmericans, the cast's ethnicity is extremely
diverse. The Cossacks, a group of Russian horsemen, are a great example. Within this group of
eight riders , you wi ll find African-Americans,
Europeans and Asians. Their unity is apparent as
they perform crazy stunts such as jumping on and
off of horses, rolling underneath the horse and
back up the other side, and standing and flipping
on the horses back-all done while the horses galloped a t full speed around the ring. As if such an
event wouldn't be entertaining enough. they do it
all to Outkast's "Hey Ya."
Such high-energy performances alternate with
acts of graceful beauty such as Pagoda Bowls, a
balancing act that is now performing in America for
the very first ti me. Hailing from China, the group's
men are able to balance three girls each while performing contortion movements. Throughout the
entire performance, the girls keep a stack of bowls
balanced on th eir feet or heads.
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jdition to such traditional ci rcus acts,
·soul delivers an uplifting message to the
1-American community.
•odied by the clown/ringmaster Mabelle, the
tge is to embrace diversity and, no matter
ituation, continue to move toward your goals.
1ening culminates in a rousing gospel perlee during which Mabelle strips off her clown
ne to reveal an elegant black dress, and likeraps her clown voice to stun the crowd with
mense singing talent. The song highlights
11 pitfalls such as drug and alcohol abuse,
spires the audience to move past such
to make something of themselves- a fitting
mal end to an otherwise silly and thrilling

Soul in the City Tour," now in Washington
is one of two units currently touring the coun e UniverSoul Circus stays in Chicago until
4, with shows Tuesday through Friday at
a.m. and 7:30 p .m.; Saturdays at noon, 4:30
tnd 8 p.m.; and Sundays at 1 p.m., 4 p.m.
P.m. Tickets are available through
master, and are $10 for morning shows and
' $29 for all others.

l
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.Mural man Castillo on displa
By Jamie Murnane/A&E Editor
Mario Castillo recycles. Art, that is. The
pioneer Latino muralist/Columbia faculty
member's current exhibit at the Glass
Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash Ave .,
displays sculptures from the '60s and
'70s that have been revisited and rein·vented to make them relevant in today's
contemporary art world.
The exhibit, "Minimalist Reassertions,"
was highlighted at Columbia's annual Art
·walk, a gallery tour on Oct. 6 but is also
a celebration of Hispanic Heritage
Month, Castillo said.
In the '90s, much of Castillo's work
involved layering images based on middle-American themes and a lot of mural
paintings.
"One of the reasons I started to do
murals was because I was doing minimal art in the '70s, which is stemming
from a less-is-more philosophy," Castillo
said. "And then I went into the more is

less approach, where the layering has so
much information that it doesn't make
sense. It just kind of becomes textures
and colors."
Now Castillo has gone back to less is
more. "It's kind of like recycling," he said.
"It's a cyclic kind of process in which you
do one thing and that brings forth the
next thing and then you react to that and
it creates the next event and so on and
so forth."
Castillo chalks up his recent work as
his reaction to doing so much Latino artwork, sticking to his heritage. But,
because he is Mexican-American, he felt
it was time to pay homage to his
American side.
;,1 was raised here, but I was born in
Mexico. So I wanted to pay respect to
the aesthetics of the American culture.
... A lot of this work deals with that and,
of course, my own sensibility," Castillo
said.
With "Minimalist Reassertions," the
idea was not to necessarily redo minimal
art. As Castillo said, there's no sense in
doing something that was done 34 years
ago. Instead, the idea is to "take that as
a foundation to raise it to a new level ," he
said. "I mean, there was a question
about what was stated as being romantic minimalism. In the '70s and '60s,
when we had minimal art, there was no
such thing. Minimal art required that it
look like the human hand were not there,
that it looked mechanical and void of any
human emotion. So, when you bring in
romanticism, that's totally oppositeo-a
no-no. You weren 't supposed to do that,
but that was back then. Now we're in
another century all together, so why not?
Why not bring in a different perspective,
a different point of view and philosophy?"
And that's exactly what Castillo is
doing-when he's not overseeing mural
paintings at Columbia, of course.
Castillo, who began mural painting in
1964 and has since been credited for
doing the first Latino mural, first antiVietnam War mural and the first multicultural mural in the city, is the driving
force behind the murals on the third, fifth
and seventh floors of the Wabash
Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
He plans to do another next semester
with his students in the cafeteria of the
Music Center, 1014 S. Michigan Ave.
Until then, Castillo's exhibit is on display in the Glass Curtain Gallery
through Oct. 13.
For more information, call (3 12) 3446650.

Columbia gallery gets 'Bonafide'
By John Wicencyjusz/Staff Writer
As a new semester begins at
Columbia, the time has come to once
again get those creative juices flowing ,
and "Bonafide" can help.
Columbia's C-Space Galleries present
"Bonafide,'' a new exhibit located on the
first floor of the 33 E. Congress Parkway
Building, showcasing mixed media works
from three different artists.
"We needed an exhibit to kick off the
new year," said Julie Caffey, assistant
director of C-Space Galleries, "So, during
the summer, we started thinking about
what we could do. After meeting with
mixed media artists and seeing just how
genuine they were, we decided that
'Bonafide' was the right exhibit to do. The
word 'bonafide' is actually another way to
say genuine; that's how we got the name
for the exhibit."
First popularized in the 20th century by
Pablo Picasso, mixed media art combines two or more media. Three artists
are included in Columbia's exhibit:
Patricia Buckley, Pate Conaway and
Chris Kerr.
"I was drawn to mixed media art
because of the many different techniques
involved,'' said Buckley. "I had always
liked taking pictures and wanted to apply
other tech niques to my art."
Buckley, an instructor at Monroe
Community College in Rochester, N.Y.,
makes art that relates to nature.

"Nature speaks to me much more than
technology," Buckley said. "Technology
keeps us distant from what is real in life,
wh ich is nature."
Conaway, a Senior Seminar instructor
at Columbia, has a few sculptures that
incorporate everyday objects on display
at the exhibit.
Kerr decided to display his works as
part of the exhibit only a few days before
the opening of "Bonafide."
"We had another artist who entered
work into the exhibit, but she pulled out
for personal reason s,'' curator Julie
Caffey said . "Chris Kerr came in at the
last minute and really became a hero for
us."
The staff of C-Space Galleries hosts
various
Columbia-based
exhibits
throughout the school year.
"It's good to see the works of established artists and to ask questions about
the art," Caffey said .
Buckley agreed.
"I don't just do art for myself," Buckley
said . "I was given a talent to make art and
want to show it to the world."
"Bonafide" runs through Nov. 4 in the
33 E. Congress Parkway Building and is
free to the public.
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help wanted!
Connie's Pizza on Archer Ave.
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underground
sou nets.
of a midwest town.
BY TRISH BENDIX I ASSISTANT A&E EDITOR
Ten years ago. local female-fronted band Veruca Salt released its first single on local label Minty Fresh. Through
word o f mouth. "Seether'' b ecame a huge single on national radio.
The alternative music o f the mid-'90s was largely based in Seattle, but Chicago held its own, producing sleeper
hits from overlooked Midwestern bands that eventually conquered the nation and coined the term "alt-rock" for
all things rebellious a nd flannel-related.
This year. Urge Overkill made a comeback and Liz Phair is still around. but new musicians from this decade are
spurring a revolution. Bands with inventive and collective sound s are sprouting from their Chicag o home. While
some have been at it for years and only now are winning recognition. others are young and impressionable but
resounding with their own resurgence of energy.
A list detailing all of the best bands in Chicago would be d ifficult. so variations on a theme that exclude t he obvious (such as Wilco) make an easycompilation o f bands recommended for any iPod .

ebands:
Most Underrated and Misunderstood band: Joan of Arc

Tim Kinsella remains a permanent fixture in Chicago's music scene with his various musical endeavors, but the most prominent (and arguably best) is his experimental india rock outfit, Joan of Arc. Kinsella, along with 13 contributors and more than 23 instruments (including
a motorcycle gas tank) created a balanced, yet multifaceted, eighth album Joan of Arc, Dick
Cheney, Mark Twain ... , released on Polyvinyl in August.
"I always liked the idea of being in a band named Joan of Arc because she was a patriotic enemy of the state," Kinsella said. "There are so many reasons I had eight years ago when
we started. (Including] Dick Cheney [in the title] was be use I V"a$ so bummed abol:lt the
ways of the world and this guy is the ultimate stat
"'
w.~l:!teqto includE),,historititleJ! really. I like sljcking
cally, the ultimate statesman guy. There's no tho9g
those guys together. I thought it was fuimy."
·
.,.
!!\
Kinsella is overtly political on the new album, and his outward profession of such controversial topics (referring to both Friendster and Christianity as conspiracies) leads some critics and listeners unsure of how to perceive Kinsella as a musician and person. ,
..
"I feel like oftentimes people will say they are pretentious and alienating and·that burjiS me
out," Kinsella said of his misunderstood lyrics. ''There are abstract aspect~l;lut t h~y-are more
open in an inviting way. I like lhe idea of tackling this authoritative voice: 'Here's my catharsis. People respond with these curious catharses. I think that's a little bit too much. I wouldn't be comfortable being that guy. llf?ave. things open, for people to make th eir gyvn .connection s on some deeper level. It bums me out, regarding my lyrics. What I think of as a gesture of invitation and inclusion is mistaken for alienation. I'm not writing like this just to be difficult."
Best Unsigned Band : Karma With a K

A band with two drummers who play in their underwear and a front man that emulates prenarcotic James Brown are not using !)ither as some sort of shtick. Karma With a K has only
been together for a year. Now vocalist and Columbia student Adpm Mohundro, guitfjrist Mike
Hilger, bassist Neil Barakat, along with drummers Frank Webber and Kyle White have been
recording their first EP, Merethra to self.release and shop around to labels. ,
Karma With a K is a band that lists At the, Drive In as a huge influence and actually sounds
like the insane fusion of post-punk· and psyhcadelic sounsd of heated angst. The sound
manipulation and melodically challenging guitar cadences compete with the dueling drummers to play out as something innovative. Mohundro is spastic and constant entertainment,
throwing himself around the room while maintaining controlled vocals ol passionate rage.
"Right now, Karma With a K consists of an environment in which everyone has freedom to
put whatever ideas they have on to the table," Mohundro said. "We want to be a different
band five years from now, and evolve into someth ing that we didn't see possible when we
first started out. We don't know what ~at is, but I think that's part of th e excitement of being
1n a band."
Best Band That's Finally Getting A Break: The Race

The Race has been together for a little more than five years, but it's only now that the spotlight has fixated on the band. If You Can Is the band's new album on Westside label
Flameshovel, and the most popular description of it thus far has been "just like Radiohead."
"It used to kind of drive me crazy a little bit." said Craig Klein, Th e Race's vocalist and
songwnter. "At the very least, they're one of the best bands around and the most popular in
the world. I try to think of it in a more positive way. It's hard to be compared to them, because
you know they have such a broad appeal, So many people like them, for so many different
reasons. It used to kind of piss me off because we were never really trying to sound like
them. "
'
Cold play survived the same scrutiny, but The Race are; even more technical in their land·
scape opuses on If You Can, re leased In June. Since thel), If You Can has received critical
praise across the United States. Consistent touring has en.sured new fans as well.
"I think it's very cool if you can build somett)ln~ witt) people that you know and interact with
on a fnend level and in a community," Klein sa1d. "Ttiat's what (Fiameshovel] are definitely
try1ng_to do and they're pretty focused on bands from ChJbago. ,!twas a conscious decision."
Kle1n hopes that fans will find the new albl.)m more · ' sittte. "Maybe (the new album]
"E'ssentially meaning that the
has a wider appeal than wh en we fir1lt'started out." h
la)!lng."
songs are better and th at we've evolved 1n songvyliting

4
,(continued on page 13)
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Best New Band to Interrupt Scene Trends: New Black
"I remember when we started, we talked about playing music you could dance to," said Rachel
Shindelman, keyboardist and one of two vocalists for New Black. ·we wanted to be a band you
could go to a show and have fun listening to."
Mission accomplished. Last year, Patti Gran and Shindelman were both in another local band,
the Dials when Shindelman's boyfriend and drummer Nick Kraska had her fill in on keyboards for
their new band with bassist Liam Kimball. When they needed a guitarist, Gran was called in to form
New Black.
"As a rhythm section, we knew that we wanted to do up-tempo and sort of fun ," Kimball said. "We
knew exactly how Patti played guitar, and it just fit."
New Black started frequenting local venues, eventually playing in front of Thick Records executive Zak Einstein. "He asked us to play in another show and we were signed two weeks later."
Kimball said.
New Black released its self-titled debut album on Thick last March with a release show at Fireside
Bowl. "I sure hope that someone fills the Fireside void," Kimball said. "I'm excited about the shows
at Logan Square Auditorium. Until then, I would love to see a new scene of house party basement
shows."
Since the release, New Black has had no problem finding places to play and crowds to draw in.
Their explicitly upbeat, heart attack vigor is infectious and completely unlike any other musical outfits in Chicago, making them one of few bands to break up the monotony of hardcore and post-punk
emo bands.
"The Chicago sound is so broad," Kimball said. "If anyone said we sounded like another band
frof!l Chicago, it wouldn't be a lie, but it would also confuse people."
Best Band Releasing Their First Full Length: Chin Up Chin Up
Chin Up Chin Up is recovering from a rough year by releasing an incredible album. We Never
Should Have Lived Like We Were Skyscrapers is an astounding blend of captivating choruses and
buoyant guitar melodies. The baRd's first full-length album will be released Oct. 29, and they start
a supporting tour in mid-October.
"It's pretty overwhelming ," said Chin Up Chin Up vocalist, Jeremy Bolen. "It feels good, especially the encouragement from friends and family."
Bolen is referring to the support the band received after they lost their bassist, Chris Saathoff, in
a tragic car accident last year.
"The album was recorded partly in January so we were able to keep his bass lines on three of
the tracks and play around them ," Bolen said. "We completed it with things we'd written together. It
feels good. We played out for the first time, besides the benefit show [in April]. We played in Indiana
with Murder By Death. Mark Young of the band The Appleseed Cast has been playing bass."
Chin Up Chin Up set a goal with the recording of We Never Should Have Lived Like We Were
Skyscrapers. Their website bio proclaims that their mission is to create a new "Chicago sound."
"That's a pretty hard goal to accomplish," said Bolen with a laugh. "I had nothing to do with [writing that]. But it's really very true. Any band tries to create a new sound as much as they can. At
least we're getting somewhere. It's encouraging."
·
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Something to 'SMiLE' about
Beach Boys mastermind revamps, releases long lost album
By Scott Carlson/News Editor
Back in the States, Wilson demanded he explain his have been
It's been 37 years s1nce the
Beach Boys shelved SMiLE. was working on Dumb Angel, meaninglessly poetic lyrics. the cultural
the band's psychedelic follow- the album that would become Without the support of the rest phenomeup to the1r now revered Pet SMiLE. As he had on Pet of the band, and after filing an non enviSounds album. Somewhere Sounds, Wilson enlisted the ill-advised lawsuit against sioned by
between fall 1966 and spring help of someone else to write Capitol, Wilson either lost W i Is on
1967, the hugely antic1pated lyrics for his music-this time, interest in SMiLE or had a cultists.
The new
album, what Beach Boy mas- whiz kid poet Van Dyke Parks. nervous breakdown-dependalbum is merely
termind
Brian
Wilson The two began working on the ing on who's telling the story.
By the time "Heroes and a recreation of
described as h1s "teenage sprawling project, half of which
be consymphony to God," quietly dis- was devoted to a symphony Villains," the album's only offi- what SMiLE might
sidered
have
sounded
like.
This
cial
release,
had
been
edited
about the early days of
solved.
nothing less
Rumors and tidbits of what America. The other half was a down to a three minute single time, Wilson may have been
than a masterthe lost album might have celebration of the elements- from an epic 10-minute suite, · around to guide the project, piece, living up to the brilliance
The Beatles had already but the man who began the that fans had afforded for
sounded like were whispered fire, air, water and earth.
When the rest of the Boys released their own psychedel- album's sessions in 1966 no years based on bootlegs of the
among audiophiles. Songs
·
from the album eventually saw returned home, anxious to see ic masterpiece, Sergeant longer exists.
original pieces. SMiLE is the
Wilson 's mental state is opposite of a pop album-a
the light of day through the what Brian had been cooking Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
undoubtedly
better
than
it
has
pulled
Band.
The
Beach
Boys
group's later albums and boot- for them, the response to the
collection of interflowing songs
leg copies of the unfinished tapes ranged from confusion out of the Monterey Pop been in the past, even better where the music is more
tracks. Its creator suffered a to hostility. The general con- Festival and released Smiley than when he began touring important than the lyrics. The
mental meltdown and refused sensus was that Wilson had Smile, an album of hastily re- again a few years ago, but album's oddity of form works
abounds.
His to its benefit, making it sound
to talk about the album for gone too far-the fans that recorded SMiLE tracks. The goofiness
were already put off by the two-year-old song "And Then I between-song banter at con- as fresh today as it would have
almost 37 years.
certs is still awk- almost 40 years ago.
But a lot can hapward, and he interpen in nearly four
Wilson was wise not to pull a
rupted songs in the George Lucas. and release th e
decades.
Oct.
2
showPresidents come
tracks that already existed.
twice-to have a The mix of old and new would
and go, new generphotographer in the have been obvious, turning the
ations
discover
audience take his album into as much of a
music, and a small,
picture.
feverishly devoted
Frankenstein's mess as Star
At times, the Wars: The Special ~dition.
fan base can turn
recreated SMiLE is With absolutely no original
an
unfinished
almost
awk- material present, there are no
album into the
Atlantis of pop
seams or scars to distract th.e
music.
audience.
In fact, the legThough it's been almost 40
end built around
years, audiophiles will proba·
SMiLE became so
bly still argue over whether
big that Wilson
SMiLE would have been a
finally returned to
match against The Beatles'
the music he disPepper. If the re-creation is ,
avowed for so long.
anything close to- w"ftat - !heAfter a comeback
original might have been, the
tour of Pet Sounds
two would have been as polar
with his 11-piece
as salt and ... well, you know.
band, chiefly made
Pepper is a collection of sepaof power pop group
rate, snackable pop treats;
The Wondermints
SMiLE was a symphony withand falsetto-voiced
out any obvious singles. It
Jeff Foskett, Wilson
ward. Now reor- must be consumed like a
ganized into three meal.
and Co. headed to
the studio to record
movements instead
Watching SMiLE performed
a new version of
of
two,
(the live is even more exciting than
the lost record. It
Americana and ale- listening to the album. Even
was released on
mental suites plus though
the
surf-friendly
Nonesuch Records
a new middle sec- acoustic first set of Wilson's
Sept. 28, after an
tion
about
the show is enjoyable, the SMiLE
unbelievably popu- L--------------------------------~ human life span),
set is almost nonstop magic.
Jar European "test tour."
alternative direction of Pet Kissed Her" was released as some of the songs crash hapCarl Wilson was right that
Wilson's band, along with Sounds would be alienated for the "Good Vibrations" follow- hazardly into one another, but the other five Beach Boys
the Stockholm Strings N' good with SMiLE. The final nail up in England, roundly offend- elsewhere flow freely. Blame could never have performed
Horns, is currently on the road came from Wilson's brother ing c ritics. Wilson's breakdown part of this on the reconstruc- the album live. Hell, it took 12
performing the new SMiLE in and group member Carl, who became a descent into mental tion of songs that Wilson had multitalented musicians (not
America. They made an Oct. asked how the five of them illness that he never recovered recorded in pieces, which including the Stockholm mini2 stop at the Chicago were supposed to play such from.
were to be fit together later on. orchestra) just to play it right.
Aside from this, SMiLE can
Auditorium. If the reaction to symphonic songs on stage.
But Brian proved it could be
the European shows is any
Wilson's mental state also r-<iii]~i!iiii~ii.§iiiiii!\il-l
done.
indication, SMiLE may actually came
under fire.
After
And it was breathtaking.
achieve the critical acclaim increased
experimentation li~~~~===;~~~~:l~
some fans maintain it was des- with marijuana, LSD and I.
tined for.
mescaline, his behavior had
As chronicled in Domenic become eccentric-not to
Priore's authoritative book, mention paranoid.
Stories about Wilson's antics
Look! Listen! Vibrate! Smile!,
the Beach Boys were on top of have become legendary, and
the music world in mid-1966. most of them are true. For a
Pet Sounds, an introspective while, he believed record profusion of folk and pop, was ducer Phil Spector was stalksuch a departure from the ing him for stealing Spector's
group's trademark surf-and- production methods, and
cars repertoire that American when Wilson was told a build- =="-'-'-.!..!..!"-'-'-'-'--'-'-'-'"-'-'-'-"
audiences reacted tepidly-at ing across the street had
short
best.
burned down while he record- months , the Beach
Elsewhere, especially in ed "Fire" for the elements per- Boys no longer were
Europe, the critics declared tion of the album, he blamed the commodity they
Wilson a boy genius. After the the bad vibes created by the once were, and their
band's follow-up single, "Good session.
never
career
Still, Capitol Records was bounced back to
Vibrations"-Wilson's "pocket
symphony" and the most assured the album would where
"Good
expensive song recorded at come out. Wilson was so con- Vibrations"
had
the time-became their only vincing, the company printed taken them.
million-seller, the Beach Boys 400,000 jacket sleeves for the
It would be a fallafound themselves treated like album without a finished track cy to argue whether
rock star royalty on their listing.
the
re-recorded
British tour, beating out The
From there, the project rap- album-which takes rc:;::;;;::'iiiii~~:;;:;;:~i.T.i=F.~~~~;=a:==r.::=;;::::::::E:::;=;:=:;::=:=;;:=;;;:;;::::;:~;:::::;:;~=;
Beatles for "No. 1 Group in the idly descended into ruin. Parks up the entire .second
World" on a New Musical left over "creative differences" set of Wilson's curExpress reader poll.
after Beach Boy Mike Love rent
tour-would
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Crossword

JBCifBSS DF thl Wlllf

ACROSS
1 Spouse

Courtney Love

5 Followed a

curved path

10 Netting
14 List·shoflening
abb<.

15 New _ . India
16 Type ol sax
17 Campus bldg.
18 A point ahead
19 Sacred bird of
anCient Egypt
20 "Do _ others
as...•
2t X-ray shielding
22 Not moving
23 Least common
25 Golfer Ernie
26 Virgil's hero
27 "Knots" writer
31 Publishers,_.·
Hill
34 Creative llash
35 Colors
39 Wr~er Jong
40 Statutes
41 Feast the eyes
upon
42 Dubbers
44 Parched
46 Theatrical wor1<s
51 Public vehicle
52 Coiner of sayings
54 Natural talent
57 Murderous board
game?
.
58 As well as
59 Actress Turturro
60 Ddetrine
6t Indistinct image
62 School official
63 Proficient
64 B~ of a frolic
65 Amounts
66 Wetland
67 Potato buds
DOWN
1 Stheno's sister
2 Wrthout delay
3 Plaid fabric
4 "Get Shorty"
author Leonard
5 Teenagers
6 Auberjonois and
Descartes
7 Shoe grip
8 Barak of Israel

IAI & l E1·

9 Short swim
Solut ions
tO Yard hanging
s wn s
H S
11 Hamburg's river s 3 A 3
lot " w•
12 Aile up
~ lot
J. d 3 0
N V 3 0
" 1
13 Multitude
~ot n 1 8
I V
0
0
" w
" 0
22 Ailing
0 s
3 n 1 :)
lot I " 1 ~
1 "
24 Variable motion
J. s I lot 0 H
s n 8
producer
d "
25 Former British
s " w" lot 0 3 w A J. s lot I H J.
P.M.
s lot
V N
3 1 00
27 Kentucky Derby, SM
I lot 3
s 3 n H
" 1
:)
e.g.
0 I
MV lot 0 :) w
3
28 McKinley's first • 0" N
I V 1 0 lot
lady
s " 3 N 3 "
s
1
3
J. s 3 :) lot v :) s
29 Original
J.
lot
3
N
3
1
0 J. N n
I
.
30 Neon or chlorine
0 "
d n 3 N 0
w lot 0 0
32 Go-with-anything S I 8 I
color
I H 1 3 0
0 J.
J. 3

"·
a•

The
b leached · . - - - - -'7."-----:
travel expenses on her
b lon de
rocker/ Kurt
credit card. but later with·
Cobain widow IS m
drew authonzat1on and
trouble again.
But
sent two checks . one of
what else is new for
wh1ch she eventually can·
C ourtney Lo ve ? The
celled and another that
p erpetually
indicted
w as for a closed bank
former front wo man of
account.
Hole is no stranger to
It's no t surpnsing that
drug possession or
Love's in cou rt aga1n, but
assault charges . But
the fact that an a ssault or
now 40-year-old Love
cocaine
charg e
is n't
has added something
involved is s taggering.
new to her resume :
After recently being sen·
financial follies.
tenced to 18 month s of
Love is being sued
rehab, it's obvious she
by
the
Californiastill has a drug problem.
based trave l agency
but now it's beginn1ng to
New Act Trav el for
wear down her finances.
skipping
out
on
One would th ink she'd
$50,000 worth of travel
finally get her act togeth·
expenses she made
er, and now that her Ne w
for herself, her fam ily,
York condo board is also
agents and staff last
looking for past due cash,
year. Accord ing to the
it was a no-brain er to
Associated
Press, L:....:.!:........:....:_ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ j elect Courtney Love as
Love originally put the
th is week's Jackass.

"

33 Edge

35 Right out of the

oven

36 Vocalized grunt

37 Teacher of
Samuel
38 Belgrade
populace
43 Letters outside
the theater

1 "
H S 3 w

0 3 :) lot

45 BiQ ~CA
47 Rt for farming

48 "The Harp
Weaver" poet

49 Malke certaln
50 Maternity birds
52 Author of

v

1 "
3 J.

"w

"Ragged Dick"
53 Low<ut shoes
54 Crazes

55 Stead
56 Man before Eve
57 Musical ending
60 Beaver project

WIBiflY Wlb:
Bitterwaitress.com has a
nasty STD., a "Shitty Tipper
Database,"
that
is.
Bitterwaitress.com is the
one-stop site for those in
the food service industry
who are disgruntled w ith
the lack of respect and tips
they receive from cus·
tomers, including celebri·

Bltterwattress.CDm

ties or other prom inent figures. Surprisingly, many of
them listed on this waitstaff
gossip site are horrible tip·
pers, if they tip at all. All of
these are compiled into a
database rating the worst
recent tippers.
One customer, Scott
Delia, left a 32-cent tip on a

$187.68 bill. Bitterwaitress
rated the transaction as "> 1
percent, you cheap luck,"
the lowest rating possible.
Finally, there's a place for
these bitter employees to
vent their frustration. Hey,
it's better they do it on the
web than spit in your food.

www.bitterwaitress.com
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David Rees, creator of

Join us for an evening with

n!
Moderated by

A

Democratic Vistas Forum

the Center for Arts Policy at

Teresa Prados-Torreira,

Liberal Education.

ccc

presented by

Columbia College Chicago

Co-sponsored by th e Liberal Education Department at CCC

You tell your
guests they'rE~) n
charge, but tliey
can't drink without
your permission.

Get Your War On! is an Internet phenomenon born in the aftermath of September 11th.
This collection of cl ip art images paired with provocative , satirical. profane humor has
made creator David Rees an overnight player in the conversatio n on politics and culture.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14, 2004
6 :00 PM
HOKIN HALL, ROOM 109

623 S. WABASH AVE.
COLUM BIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

To RSVP, call 312/ 344-8181 or email
democratic vistas @colum . edu

Columbia~
COLLEGE

The Center fo r Art s Po licy is a departme nt of Columbia College Chicago.
Activities of the Center are funded in part by the Illinois Arts Council. a state agency;

CHICAGO

The Woods Fund of Chicago: The Chicago Community Tru st: and Columbia Col lege Chicago.
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On the union fence
s we approach the
upcoming election to
determine whet her
the staff of Columbia will
take the next step toward
fanning a union, one thing is
fo r sure: Ji 's not the same old
Co lumbia anymore.
Viewed from this perspective , the drive toward a union
ta kes on new meaning. Talk
to some of the staff who have
been at the fore front of the
movement, and others who
are simply listening to the
debate, and you' ll hear over
and over that there's a feeling of cl1 ange in the air. And
fro m the perspecti ve of
some, the wind that blows
bodes more for ill than good,
and something must be done.
Of course, any institut ion
that considers itself the least
bit dynamic wi ll find that
those who fear change may
view the fu ture darkly,
regard less of the facts on the
ground. But despite what
appears to be an open and
somewhat welcoming public
response from the administration of the school, there
appear to be good reasons
why the staff of Columbia
may want a little backup in
the ir relations with their
employer.
First and foremost appears
to be the issue of job securi-

A

ty. Whenever a company (or,
in this case, school) grows
rapid ly, as Colum bia is
doing, prev iously- fam ilial
work envi ronments often fall
by the wayside. That means
that positions and futu res
once secured with a handshake must be codified and
written down, and those who
were considered friends, as
well as colleagues, either
depart o r find themselves
with less time to chat around
the water cooler. Such
changes, while rarely affecting the bottom line in any
negative way, in variabl y
reverberate among those
who have worked to bring
the institution to where it is
today, and almost never go
unnoticed in the hallways. It
would be surprising if those
who have worked so diligently in the past didn 't want
to make sure they have a reasonable expectation of sticking around in the future.
As a result, it is incumbent
on management to take special care to make sure that
everyone invo lved clearly
feels they have a recognized
stake in the growing enterprise 's fu ture. And, to the
administration 's credit, they
have vowed no t to fight the
fom1ation of a staff union at
Columbia, even if they argue

that one isn't needed. But in
this regard, the proof is in the
pudd ing. For a staff who has
demonstrably worked w ith
the best interests of their students' and school's goals in
mind, to feel alienated from
those who sign their checks
can only mean communication has · bro ken down- a
troubling state of affairs for a
school that focu~es so clearly
on the commun ication arts.
There are other issues
beyond j ob securi ty, of
course, but it is not the
province of this space to
understand or decide their
merits. All we know is that a
great number of students
have staked their futures and
education do llars on the
well-being of the school they.
hope will propel them into
jobs someday, and have the
right to expect the most professional, enthusiastic and,
yes, satisfied facu lty, staff
and administration that can
be created.
Whether a union is the
best means to accomplish
this is debatable. But
whether one is voted in or
not, let's hope both sides
stri ve to work toward these
goals anyway.
After a ll, stude nts have a
stake in the new Col umbia,
too.

H~l'. 'icu! 'to• 'oMf'll£•.ol"
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Adam Rust/The Chronicle

LETTERS 10 lHE EDfTOR:

CTA needs to get its act together
t's become a fam il iar
story in this city.
Right around the time
the
Chi cago
Transit
Authority needs to sit down
and fi gure out its budget, it
suddenly d iscovers that it is
millions of dollars in the
red. Not knowing any other
way to solve its problem, it
then ho lds hostage its custo mer base-the hundreds
of thousands of us who ride
the trains and buses every
day- by threatening drastic
service cuts or rate hikes
until someone, somewhere
caves in and comes up with
additional funding.
This year is no different,
it's worse. Faced w ith an
$82.5 million gap, CTA
President Frank Krusei has
publicized a " doomsday"
budget that calls for a 20
percent service cut, including ending overnight train
service, eliminating 30 bus
routes and cutting more than
I ,000 jobs. Bus routes
across the city are headed
for the chopping block, and
even more are slated to run
on reduced hours.
The CTA blames the formu la used to divvy up tax
do llars among transit age nc ies in the region, and has
so fa r come up wi th few
a lternat ives to c lose its
budget ga p ot her than

I

demandi ng more tax money
or hurti ng its customers.
This has got to stop.
Cities like Chicago thrive,
in part, because of the relatively reliabl e, a ffordab le
and accessible public transportatio n systems people
use every day to get to
work, explo re their neighborhoods and travel to other
communities. Cutting service, particularly when it
comes
to
fundamental
changes like not running el
trains at night, threatens the
health of the city and the
surrounding suburbs at _ a
time when municipal governments everywhere are
struggling to make ends
meet.
More importantly, service
cuts a ffect real people, from
the ai rpo rt worker who
re lies on the Blue Line to
get to his 5 a. m. shift to the
senior c it izen who counts on
the Saturday morning bus to
do her grocery shopping to
the co llege studen t who
needs to get to class on
time .
For a public agency- particu larly one whose fortunes
affect an entire region like
the CTA's - to threaten cuts
in the kind of vital services
people rely on is a disgrace,
and goes beyond the simple
issue o f whe the r there's

enough tax money to go
around . Recent news reports
suggest that the CTA has
become management heavy
in recent years, adding jobs
even as it cries broke. Few
regular CTA r iders can' t
come up w ith at least one
juicy story about dirty stations, late trains or bu nched
buses.
For the agency to expect,
as it seems to be doing, that
people who have few or no
other transit choices to leap
to its defense because it
can' t balance its books
seems misguided at best and
arrogant at worst.
It 's times like these that
we rea lize how much our
public agenc ies , like the
CTA, have us over a barre l
when it comes to providi ng
a service we've a ll come to
depend on. Maybe it's t ime
th e CTA itse lf realizes that
we' re not a ll j ust props to be
dragged out whe n mo re
money is needed, but the
very reason it exists in the
first place .
Our message to the CTA
is simp le: Run the tra ins 24
hours a day, keep the bus
routes the way they arc, and
hike fares o nly as a last
resort.
In short, fi nd some other
way to so lve your fina ncial
problems.
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Share the power
It has been a beautiful
hallmark of this schoo l
tha t educative powe r
has been distributed
among the students,
teachers , chairs, staff
and administration fairly well from its start.
Th is liberal philosophy
of sharing educational
decis ions has made this
school great and known.
Our fa mily is at
another crossroads; do
we create transparency,
and
accountability,
empower the teachers,
sta ff, and students collectively to make decisions about their education, or do we place
these dec isions mostly
in the ha nds of the
adm inistrati on?

Unions are not third
pa rt ies. They are our
collective vo ice. They
are
about
sharing
po wer.
To vote against the
staff union, US of CC,
is to vote against giving
the staff an e ffec t ive
and federally informed
voice to the school. A
vote for the US of CC is
a vote to share the
power, to cooperate and
formally affirm that the
staff, as a group, matters . O ne cannot say
that the staff does matter but does not deserve
a vo ice. Unionization is
about power and that's
not a dirty word, an
issue best left to those at
the top. It's about having a voice to make a
difference.
I ca ll on the esteemed
and
most
capable
President Warrick L .
Carter and his administration to listen to the
teachers, students, and
staff: Share the power,-

give the staff a col lective voice, and vo luntarily recognize US of CC.
From a business pe rspective, high-performance
organizations
achieve great things by
sharing knowledge and
power. They · rem a in
limber and adaptable by
res isting hierarchies of
power.
Please show that you
guys truly want us to
help make this school
even greater ; help g ive
US of CC, P-fac, the
CCFO, and the SGA
non-voting seats on the
board of directors , the
source of all executive
po wer in this schoo l.
Our family needs more
c ommunication,
and
you can encourage that.
Bring our family closer
together.
- Jonath an Vison a
Part-time teacher and
Member of P-fac

Have an opinion about something you read o n these pages? Did you
catch a m istake, think we could have covered a story better, or believe strongly about an iss lfe that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a Letter to the Editor? A t the bottom of page 15 you' ll fi nd a
set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you.
- The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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News flash: Rest of America just fine
By Mark W. Anderson
Commentary Editor

Late ly, my liberal fr~ends
have been getting worried.
Actually, they've been worried for a quite a while nowabout four years, ·to be exact.
But it's been getting worse as
they contemplate th e possibility
that their arch-nemesis, George
W. Bush, could be re-elected
president. With a lackluster
campaign being waged by
Democratic
standard-bearer
John Kerry and poll s showing
Bush holding a small but consistent lead, even those liberals and
mainstream Democrats \vho had
once backed "A nybody But
Bush" are beginning to despair
that their future may consist
instead of "Four More Years."
More fru strating than losi ng a
simple e lection, however, is
their belief that a Bush victory
wi ll represent the triumph of
political style over substance, of
illusion over reality, and an
electotal hoodwinking of the
first degree. If Bush wins, liberals across the country will shake
their heads on ov. 2 and ask
themselves, "How can so many
Americans be so stupid?"
"Can 't they see," they will say,
"that Bush is a liar, that he
invaded another country for all
the wrong reasons, that he only
represents the rich, and that he's
the worst president this country
h·as ever had?"
Actually, that 's not what m il:
lions of Ame ricans who will
vote for Bush see at all. In fact,
much to the chagrin of liberals
everywhere, many of their fe llow citizens look at Bus h and
see a man they like just fine.
The fact that Democratic
campaign strategists fail to
understand th is simple fact
stands at the heart of their
inability to trounce a man who,
by all rights, should already be
on his way out the door of the
White House. They tear their
hair out over the thing that infuriates them the most- namely,

the idea that Bush is leading the
country down the wrong path by
pulling the wool over the eyes
of
hardworking,
decent
Americans- and delude themse lves into thinking that since
they can see through their
enemy so easily, so can everyone e lse.
That's because on issue after
i ssue, Democrats, and tho se
who support them, see themselves in the mainstream of
American political life. From
environmental protection to
fu nding for education to protecting Soc ial Security or expanding access to health care- not to
mention the War in Iraq- they
have staked out positio ns they
believe are c loser to most
Americans' views of the world.
Vote for clean drinking water
over the rights of polluters?
Certa inly. Maintain public education so every child can learn?
Of course. Keep Social Security
around until I retire? You bet.
Try not to insult our allies and
keep America admired around
the world? Right on.
So why isn't it easy to beat
Bush?
The answer to this question is
simple: In order to be able to
effectively build a political
movement- and every po litical
campaign to unseat an incumbent, especially at the presidential ·level, is a movement- you
must first tap into discontent.
And in order to be able to tap
into di scontent, you must be
able to paint a picture of a present that is unsatisfactory and a
futu re that can, and wi ll , be better. And in 2004 America, that's
actually a bit of a hard sell.
Despite a plethora of serious
problems fac ing the country,
most Americans think they have
it pretty good. And they may be
right. Wh ile unemployment
numbers may be on the rise, for
example, with more and more
American jobs popping up in
Bangalore, India, than in
Baltimore, most of us still have
a payc heck coming in from

Managing Editor

The city of Chicago received
a rude awakening last week
when the Federal Aviation
Admin istration announced it is
considering leveling fines
against the city ranging from
$33,000 to $4.5 million fo r the
March 2003 destruct ion of
Meigs Field.
The potential for fines renews
the public outrage that occurred
when King, er, Mayor Richard
M. Daley- w ho had long
planned to transform the airport
into a park- demoli shed the
runways in the middle of the
night without notifying pilots
who had planes at the airfield,
organizations fighti ng to keep
the a irport open or even the
FAA itself.

As a result, pilots were left
stranded, the ai rstrip was gutted
and the FAA was left to do what
it does best- create new legislation. The aptly titled "Meigs
provis ion" is a new law that
changes the fines from $ 1,100
per day to $ 10,000 a day for
fai lure to notify the FAA 30
days prior to an airport dosure.
Q uite a legacy, Mr. Daley.
Daley c ited security and the
events of 9/ II as h is reasons for
shutting down Meigs. However,
the airport didn't get " plowed
under" until March 30, 2003two years after the terrorist
attacks. And now, a year and a
half later, the bill may be due .
Imagine that- millions of
dollars in fines and new legislation, all because Daley wanted
to make Chicago safe from terrorism. Well , that and he want-

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators,
farulty or students.
All tex~ photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written pennlsslon.

Roamin'
Numerals

5:33 p.!1 .
Approximate time
the Los Angeles
Times received its
first e-mail ·Letter
to the Editor' proclaiming John
Edwards the winner
of the Oct. 5 vicepresidential debate.
The debate started
27 minutes later that
evening, at 6 p.m.
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somewhere, even if it's less than
we'd like. And while health care
costs skyrocket, most of us have
seen a doctor in the past 12
months. Our kids go to school,
police patrol our streets, the
garbage gets picked up, and the
roof doesn't leak when it rains .
Some of us even drive latemodel SUYs, have more than
one home, vacation onc·e or
twice a year, and can point to a
tidy nest ·egg waiting for us
when we retire.
And the war in Iraq? Well,
who 's to say that 's not the right
thing to do? For a not-surprising
number of Americans, notions
of international all iances and
d ip lomatic niceties matter little
when it comes to the projection
of American power abroad. The
oil for the millions of cars that
clog our streets has to come
from somewhere, and if a ruthless di ctator is deposed in the
act of securing access to it, what
better reason can there be for
calling out the troops? Bully,
then, for George.
The problem for many liberals is that they don't understand
this. They ima gi ne there's a

great sea of decent, reasonable
Americans out there, hidden
away in the heartland or someplace, that believe the country is
spinning off its rails and it 's all
Bush's fau lt. In many cases,
however, the exact opposite is
true-a lot of Americans think
things are just fine. And to
prove it, they'll happil y vote for
the status quo this November.
American society works for
the vast majority of us on at
least one level, and that's the
level we tend to protect the most
when it comes to voti ng for our
leaders. Whether it 's the job we
have today, the nice lawn outside our home, the car we still
have a year or two of payments
on, or our cherished belief that
our military can kick ass whenever it needs to, there's something about this country that we
think is great. Unfortunately, it's
usually not abstractions like the
rule of law, fairness and equality or the need for open, truthful
and representative government.
And that has my libera l
fri ends more worried by the day.

FAA takes a bite out of Daley's backside
By Kristen Menke

15

ed to create a beautiful park
with a lakefront view.
Despite what may look like
good motives, Daley's reputation here speaks for itself. The
Meigs deed was a fam ilair case
of an l 'm-going-to-do-what-1want-w h en -l -want -and-you can't-stop-me ego trip by an
autocrat masquerading as a c ivil
servant, and not a real assessment of the needs of Chicago bY.
a true leader and public servant.
It seems Daley just got tired of
the 10-year strugg le to close the
ai rfield and made his move.
And instead of pursuing the
proper channels, he bulldozed
his plan into action using $ 1.49
million in federal grants and
revenue from airline passenger
taxes to accomplish his goal.
Not a smart move, considering
how much the government likes

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Columbia Chronicle.

Columns are the opinions of the author(s}.
Views expressed In this publication are those
of the writer and are not the opinions of The
Columbia Chronicle, Columbia's Journalism

DeJl'lrtment or Columbia College Chicago.

to keep its money.
The problem is, even though
it was his arrogance that created
this mess, Daley's politica l
prowess isn ' t quite what he
thinks it is. The mayor is long
on connec tions and short on
long-term vision, and flexing
his political mu scle won't persuade the FAA that his way was
indeed the rig ht way.
Now, $4.5 million might not
seem like a lot. But in a year
when the city of Chicago faces
a budget deficit of nearl y $200
mill ion and talk of raising sales
taxes, gasoline taxes and even
property taxes has begun, $4.5
million is a big deal.
But in Chicago, Daley does
things his way and no one is
going to tell him differently.
Remember, it's his town. And
he reigns supreme.

Letters to the editor must mclude full name. year. major
and phone number. Allleners are edited for grammar and
may be cut due to a limited space
Letters c an be faxed to (312) 344-8430,
e-malled to Chronlcla@colum.edu or mailed to
The Columbia Chronicle, 623 S. Wabash Ave., Sutte 205,

Chicago, ill. 60605·1996.
press releases

Adyertjsements

Chronlcle@colum.edu

Crichert@colum.edu

The height, in feet,
of the1aiJJei l 01
skyscraper in Taipei,
Tatwan, recently P.roclaimed the world's
tallest building by the
Councif on Tall
Buildings and Urban
Habitat, a Chicagobased group.

$65
Price recently cited
by Dr. Bruce Gell in,
the official in char~e
of the governments
vaccine program, for
a single flu shot due
~o price gouging durmg the current shortage. One flue shot
usually costs $6-$7.

Choice Cuts

''

" Didn' t my .uails
and cuticles look
great? What a good
ilebate!" and " Pm
metrosexual [George W. Bush]
IS a cowboy."
Made-up quotes
falsely attributed to
John Kerry after the
first presidential
dei:Jate by Carl
Cameron, political
reporter for Fox
News. The quotes
were published on
tfie Fox News
website.

"He's a lot like that
douchey chemistry
professor who
always gave you a
C+."
One of three possible answers to the
pollquestion "In the
Vice Presidential
debate, Dick Cheney
proved ... " found on
the website of
Comedy Central's
'The Daily Show."

The Columbia Chronicle
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C33
GALLERY

conawav
HOKIN
center
CENTER

THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO

WlSe tJ..SS

October ~~

f-q:30pm
Hok.ih AV\V\eX
Wise Ass ComediJ Ni~ht
is ar1 oper1 mic ever1 t tela t
showcases st ar1d up,
improvisatioV1 ar1d Sketch
comed~ b~J Columbia Colle~e
stucter1ts ar1d members oJ fhe
Chica~o commur1itiJ.
CALL FOR PARTICIPANTS
HAYLEY NEWMAN PERFORMANCE RESIDENCY

OCTOBER 1B- 29, 2004
For more inl ormation and to apply online, go to http1/spaces.colum.edu/hayley/ or stop by the Hokin
Center. 613 S. Wabash or Glass Curtain Gallery, II 04 S. Wabash to pick up an application.
len stlttltd students will participate In workshops, nhurnll. Installation, bloutna. and a performance with International
ptrf01manu arUst Hayfty Htwman Tht residency wiU culmlnalt In a ptrformanct at Class Cur1aln Gallery on Octobu 29,
2004 Rnldtncyschedultbto be determined

Parliclpanh will bt asked to complete a weblotlndulnatht nptrltncn and ennis thty encountu durln&tht nsldtncy. This
mattrlal will bt ustd as tht startln& point to make a strles of perform net works. The w11rkshop IIIII taku Its name from the
Italian Slow r1111d movement: a movement advocalln& the local production and control ollood in a sustaiuble environmut.
SlowJournalism supports this, advocalin& a slowed down. renectlvt relationship with inlormallon In the world around us.
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APPLY NOW!
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DRUM CIRClE.

October 12, 2004
1:00pm-3:00pm
Chris Paquette
Hokin Annex
Lunchtime Acoustic Music Series, a
monthly series featuring a rotating schedule
of groups and solo art ists, occurs throughout
all [C]Spaces faci lities.

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION IN
STUDENT CURATORIAL BOARD
Aeeeneion Are & Design. Are Eneereoinmene. Media.
Monogemene. Phoeogroph!::J seudenes and ocher
ineereseed seudene leoders...ore !::JOU ineereseed
in poreicipoeing in ehe curoeoriol process o P ehe
[CJSpoces· exhibieion calendar?
We ore Porming a seudene board oP quoliPied
seudenes wieh on ineerese and opeieude in
exhibieion planning and/or curoeoriol proceices.
This is a greoe opporeuniC!::J eo hove oreist:;ic input;
and develop !::JOUr ores odminiseroeion resume.
There will be bi-weeki!::J meeeings ehroughout:; t:;he
semeseer The ouehoriC!::J and responsibilit:;ies oP
ehe board will be mueuoii!::J agreed upon at; ehe
Pirse meeeings
Please submit; a leeeer oP
ineerese and resume eo
Julie CoPPe!::J. Assiseone
Direceor [CJSpoces. 623
S. Wabash Ave, Chicago,
IL 60605.
email
eo
jcoPPe!::J©columedu
or
drop it; in ehe Hokin Go"ller!d
oPPice moil box.
[C]SPACES IS A DIVISION OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS, FUNDED
ENTIRELY BY STUDENT
ACTIVITY FEES.
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Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received by s p.m. on
the Thursday prior to the publishing date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges SD.2S per word with
a SS minimum. All classified ads must be pre-paid in
full prior to publication. All ads will be published in
alphabetical order.
Three Ways to Place a Classified Ad
1Online
Visit www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com.
2 By Mail
Send your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city, state, zipcode and phone number
with full payment to: Chris Richert. 600 S. Michigan
Ave .. Chicago, IL 60605.
3 By Fax
Fax your typed or printed ad copy along with your
full name. city, state. zip code and phone number
with full payment to 312/344-BD32.

Want to go to Spring Break but you don' t kn ow
how to fund your trip? STA Travel wants to
send YO U to the sun fo r free! Please e mail
your interest to c hi @statravel.com atte ntion
Sylvia. Deadline is Oc to ber 29, 2004.

Can you Re ally Make Money taking Surveys
from Ho me? Find out at
ww w.TruthAboutSurveys.com.

Valet positions I run ner, cashier, supervisor.
Corne join o ur team at the new Hard Rock
Hotel Chicago. We are looking for ambitious
individua ls for all positions. Ful l I part time &
flexible scheduling. Experience in valet or
ho tel industry a plus. Valid D .L. & m anu al
transmi ssio n ski lls req uired . A ll applicants may
pic k up applicati ons @ the Hard Rock Hote l,
e mail resumes to cahc hicago@yahoo.corn .

Enterta inment/Events

TEAM AMERICA WANTS YOU Do you want
to put the "F" BACK IN FREEDOM? Enter
to win a TEAM AMERICA prize pack includA career journey begins with a sing le step at
ing a script and poster sig ned by filmmakers
C hicago Job Resource
Trey Parker and Matt Stone. Send your enlistwww.c hicagojobresource.com.
ment stats to F_ YEAH @com ersto nepromoti on.com. You must include your name, age,
Professio na l 35mm Camera Outfit For Sale .
unive rsity/co llege, email address and mailing
Rugged Cano n EOS 3 body, fast brig ht f/ 1.4
50mm le ns, image stabe li zed 28- 135mm zoom, addre ss. All applications must be rece ived
I 2:00AM 10. 18.2004. Team members chosen
flas h, fi lters. A ll m int fo r half the cost of new.
$ 1450.00 3 12-339-4677 Vince, vinceizzo@sbc- at rando m . T EAM AMERIC A: WORLD
POLICE , fro m the creato rs of SOUTH PARK.
global.nct.
In theaters everywhere 10.15.2004. www.teamamerica.com .
**# I Spri ng Break We bsite ' Lowest pri ces
guaran teed. Free Meals & Free Dri nks. Book
II people, ge t 12th tri p free' Group d iscoun ts
PART T IME WORK
fo r 6+ www.sp ri ngb rcakdi scounts.com or
Excellent Pay '
800-838-8202.
Conditions Ex ist, all age 18+
Scholarship opportunities, Felixible Schedules,
PRO VO ICE LESSO S-AS LOW AS $5! ' !
Entry-level customer sales/service
Professionall y Trained Vocalist & Vocal Coach
A ll M ajors considered
Offering Lessons for Begin ner Studen ts: li veCal l Today 3 12-397- 1570
livel iveagain@yahoo.com.

M4 M USA.com the # I gay college dating
website IM chat and I OOO's of picture ads.
America's largest gay dating service enter code
UC29.
Please check your ad and report any erro rs to
us by the next issue's deadline so that corrections can be made . We will not be responsible
for errors o r failure to run an ad except to the
extent vf the cost of the fi rst insertio n of the ad.
We reserve the ri ght to categorize, edit, and
refuse c lassified ads.

WE'LL TOSS IT!

YOU CHOOSE IT,

CREA,-E YOUR OWN SALAD!
SELEC"I" YOUR GREENS
SPINACH
F"IELP GREENS
ROMAINE

$3.50
$3.50
$3.00

ADO COMPLIMEN"I"ARY I"I"EMS
CROU-rONS~ REO ONIONS~ SCALLIONS

CHOOSE INGREOIEN"I"S
. 50

.75

1.00

MUSHROOMS
PEPPERS
SHREPPEP CARRO~S
BROCCOLI
CUCUMBER
PEAS
ORIEN~AL NOOPLES
HARP COOKEP EGG
ALFALFA SPROU~S
GRAPE ~OMA~OES
GARBANZOS
BLACK BEANS
CELERY

CHEPPAR CHEESE
BLUE CHEESE
BLACK OLIVES
GREEN OLIVES
ROAS~EP PEPPERS
SLICEP BEE~S
CANPIEP WALNU ~S
SLICEP S~RAWBERRIES
MANPARIN ORANGES
SUNFLOWER SEEPS

CASHEWS
S UN- PRIEP

PEANU~S

~OMA~O

AR~ICHOKES

PRIEP FRUI~S
BACON

1.50
GRILLEP CHICKEN
~HA l CHICKEN
CAJUN CHICKEN
~URKEY BREAS~

COMPLIMEN"I"ARY DRESSINGS
asian ginger sesame. cesar. "thousand Isla nd. bu"t"termllk ranch.
honey poppyseed. whl"te balsamic zlnfandel. blue cheese. mandarin
orange. red russ ian. low- fa"t c llan"tro lime vlnlagre"t"te. fa"t free sun-dried
bas il. fa"t free raspberry. fa"t free h oney mus"tard

~he

underground eat=e
basemen• - 6 0 0 sou•h michigan
salads available af•er 1 0:0 0 a.m .
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New water test 01easures
bacteria levels thoroughly
0

Chicago Park District currently examining EPA's method for own use

By Kelsey Thurman
Cattliluling Wriler

Theresa Scarbrough/The Chrooide

Steve Bringas, co-owner of The Butcher's Dog, 649 S. Clark St.,
converses with customers at the bar. The Butcher's Dog features,
what co-owner Shane Cahill calls, a "retro-lrish" atmosphere.

Local bar offers updated
Irish pub atmosphere
0

Bar owners working to attract diverse crowd

cold.
Cahill said he and his co-ownThe ow ners of the Pepper ers have been trying to acqu ire
more te levisions, add more artCa ni ster and Garrett Ripley's
work to the wa lls and work on
have brough t th e Ir ish pub
specials to attract different cusatmosphere of those No rth Side
tomers, such as students or footbars to the South Loop with the
ball crowds. With students back
Butcher 's Dog , 649 S. Clark St.
in school, Cahill said they would
Located one block south of
try to target them with specials
Congress
Parkway,
the
like 25 -cent c hic ken wings and
Butcher's Dog is not a ty pical
$3 Miller Li tes on Mo ndays.
Irish-ow ned bar, sai d co-owner
Cahill said they a lso hope to
S hane Cahill. Tho ugh the bar
bring in a DJ or possibly even
has an Iri sh the me, there is barekaraoke on certain. nights.
ly a smidgeon of green to be
'The area is changing; more
found . Instead, the bar's wall s
students are moving in," said
are sienna-yell ow plaster and its
Bonnie Sanc hez-Carl son, presiceiling is exposed wrought iro n.
dent and exec uti ve director of
The music, which is produced
the Near South Planning Board .
from a computer pfayli st is a
"It could be a great locatio n. We
mix of tre nd y rock and '80s
will do anything we can to profavorites. Cahill calls the bar's
mo te it. It is a good asset to the
theme " retro-lrish."
ne ighborhood."
"Thi s is a very underdevelSanchez-Carlso n said that if
oped area. I think the area needs
successful , these new locations
a bar like th is," said Cahill, who
would help attract more business
hails fro m a to wn just o utside
o wners to o pen up in the area .
Dublin.
The Butcher 's Dog is open
Though the bar has been open
from 4 p.m. to 2 a.m. Monday
for more than six months, Cah ill
through Thursday; I I a .m. to 2
and its o ther co-owners, Steve
a.m . on Friday; 10 a.111. to 3 a.m.
Bringas and Ivan McC ullagh ,
011 Saturday a11d 10 a.m . to mid·
have not yet done a lo t of pronig ht 011 Su11day.
moting, instead foc using on fixing the bar up.
" Why
' promote
somethi ng when you
couldn ' t offer everything that you wanted
to?" said waitress
Cambi Cann.
Like the atmosphere,
the Butcher's Dog 's
name is far from ty pical. According to
Cah ill , it comes from a
popular
east-end
London and northern
Dublin saying: 'That
bird is as fit as a butch er's dog." which refers
to a good-looking girl.
The menu features
dishes with assorted
Irish and American
favorites such as fish
and chips, burgers and
a
low-ca rbo hydrate
chicken and brie sandwich. T he pri ce range
is, on average, about
$8- $15 for a meal and
all to p-s helf vodka
drinks are a flat rate of
$8, Cann sa id. She
explained that the bar
Theresa Scartlrough/The Chrooide
also features a special ,
custom- made copper Located near an area with a large student
iap system that he lps popula tion, The Butcher's Dog's owners
keep the beer extra hope to attract a young crowd.
By Sarah M. Hetland

SiaHWnter

Scientis ts with the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
announced Oct. 6that they believe
they have found a more efficient
way of testing contamination levels.at public beaches. At a presentation in the EPA office at 77 W.
Jackson Blvd., Richard Haugland,
molecular microbiologist at the
National Exposure Research
Laboratory, unveiled a new test
that he has helped to create for
measuring the amount of bacterial
pollution in recreational water.
The new test makes results
available io as little as two hours.
Current testing procedures can
take as long as 24 hours before
they yield any useful information
for officials trying to determine
whether a beach is safe for public
use. Because of this delay, beaches that are unsafe are often left
open to the publ ic for an entire
day, increasing the chances that
someone may get sick from bacteria in the water.
What this new test could mean
to the numerous Chicagoans and
visitors · who flock to the lakefro nt beaches every summer is
that they may now be able to

swim without fear of becoming
ill from comaminants. At the
very least, peopl e will know
before they get into the water if
bacteria levels are unsafe instead
of finding o ut after the fact, said
Haugland. But not everyone is
certain that the new method will
prevent as many occurrences of
illness related to the water as
EPA officials think .
"There's always some risks,"
said an unidentified source in
Chicago '~ Water Reclamation
District, who expressed some concern about the fact that there isn 't
always a correlation between the
pathogens that are tested in the
process and those that cause illness. "There is no guarantee," the
source added .
Exi sting testing methods are
culture based, which accounts for
the· lapse in time needed for accurate resul ts. According to information made available on the website
for the Illinois Department o f
Public Health, using the current
method, two samples are taken
from each site and tested for their
levels of E.coli bacteria. If both
samples are shown to exceed the
maximum allowable level of 235
colony-forming units per IOOmL
of water, then the beach is imme-

diatcly o rdered to close. If only
one sample exceeds the limit. t\1 o
more samples are taken. If either
of those sample> shows leveb
exceeding 235 du/ IOOmL the
beach is closed.
Haugland said the culture ba,ed
method takes longer to get results
because it measures the doubling
cycles ·of molecular based DNA
within the bacteria .
·'Growing culture samples in a
lab takes at least 24 hours."
Haugland said. "Since this method
doesn' t require that. it takes con·
siderably less time.'"
According to information available on the Chicago Park District's
website, the EPA recommends that
water be tested at least once every
two weeks for bacteria levels at
public beaches. However, the
Chicago Park District opts to test
beach waters daily.
Haugland said the new test is
already in the hands of the
Chicago Park District, which is
currently running preliminary
testing of the method on its own.
He expects that information abo ut
the new method will be made
available to the EPA office of
water for fu rther testing by 2006,
and could be in widespread use by
2007.

Political groups pound the pavement
0 Run for Bush and Run Against Bush encourage athletes to get political
time maratho n runner, Ruberry· the orga niza tio n's founder s. a
saw some anti-Bush T-shirts as 30-year-o ld fo rmer high school
he competed in a s uburban teacher who now works at the
Joh n Ruberry has been running Chicago race the day a ft er for- PAC full time.
fo r president since this summer. mer President Reagan di ed.
Lait in said the reason the gro up
And Shannon Bartle tt started her
" I saw a couple of Run Agains t is against Bush- rather than for
run against President Bush in the Bush shirts, which sort of got me Democratic presidential candidate
teed off," said Ruberry, who runs Jo hn Kerry-is that it formed
spring.
You won' t find Ruberry or a pro-Bush website. "Typically befo re Democ rats had chose n
Bartlett on any ballot, though. runs are for somethi ng-run fo r their no minee. While man y memlnstead, the two are voting with the kids, run for the co mmunity." bers are lo ngtime runners. he said .
the ir feet, literally, as members of
He did an Internet searc h and others took up the exerc ise to get
po litical running groups that have found Run For Bush, whic h sells involved in the electi on.
popped up this election year.
T-s hirts that support the pres i"The coolest part to me about
Run Against Bush and Run For dent. Ruberry planned to wear it is that most of them have ne ver
Bush have e nlisted athletic his at the marathon.
been po litically active before,"
activists from aro und the country
Sti ll, he expects he' ll see ple n- Laitin said.
to enter races in suppo rt of their ty more people o n the other side
Patric k Brow n, a 33-year-o ld
chosen candidates. Some of the of the political spectrum , s ince Colorado bus iness owner who
gro ups, mo re ambitious mem- Run Aga inst B ush has grown started Run Fo r Bush, agreed
bers planned to wear their politi- into a nati onwide fund -raising tha t runners, known for their
cal affiliations o n their sleevesphe nomenon.
-loner persona lities, aren't your
and across their chests-at rt-he - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - , typica l gro up of activists.
Oct. 10 Chicago Marathon.
Brown sells his T-shirts at
"For me, it's a way to be
"Rather th a n standi n g on a s treet cost to make his stateme nt for
engaged in politics and corner with a megaphone yelli n g, Bush.
. · 1 d.
·
'I h ate Bush,' I can Ijust run down
poItttca IScourse tn a way
" I' ve never been a real
that I am comfortable with," the street and ~ilent X express m y door- to -doo r c ampai g ner,"
said Bartlett, a 26-year-o ld
opm!On .
Brown sa id. "' I like to watch
atto rney who organized the
the news and politi cal
Chicago Run Against Bush - Kenzie Soedt, Chicago consultant
debates, but I' ve never signed
group. " I get to make a politup wit h the local party. It 's
As of last week, Run Against just not my personality. so that
ical statement , engage in po litica l di scourse a nd raise money Bush had raised nearly $45 0,000 was o ne of things attracted me to
and political awa reness, all for Democra tic ca uses and this part ic ular idea."
through an activity 1 enjoy."
claimed more than 12,000 me m·
Runner s o n bo th s ide s say
Run Agai nst Bush is the brain- bers in every state. Unlike its the ir experi ence on the trail has
child of e ig ht friend s in shoestri ng cou nterpart , Run mostl y bee n positi ve, with the
Washington who wanted to raise Agai nst Bush is a political action rare heck ler am id c heers or
mo ney to de feat Bush. They got committee, governed by federal thumbs- up.
the idea from charity runs for a campaign finance laws regarding
•·1 think this is a nice way no t
cause or again st a disease.
do natio ns and activities.
to get in people's faces," said
Run For Bush started when Bush
Members jo in by do nating $25 Kenzie Soed t, a 25- year-o ld
supporters started seeing Run o r more. In return , they get the Chicago consultant. " Rather than
Against Bush members weari ng. blueT-s hirts and details on races standing on a street corner with a
their flashy, bright blueT-shirts on and national Run Against Bush megaphone yelling, ' I hat9
jogging paths and in races.
days.
Bush,· 1 ca n j ust run down the
That' s how Ruberry, a 42 -year" It's certai nly exceeded expec- street and s ilently express my
o ld salesman fro m Morton tations," said Marc Lai tin , o ne of o pinio n."
Grove, Ill., got involved. A 25Associated Press
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Alderman calls
for increase in
property taxes
0

Born to ride

IC student s ag ree with posed tax increases

1deas 10 ehmmale the shortage 1S 10
mcrease propen y taxes.
'There may be no ahemative ....
Alderman Edward Burke (1 4th
We are runmng oul of options."
Ward) \ays the key 10 runnmg a
Burke said. W11h an increase in
t 1l y " takmg care of the hnle
pro pcny taxes, the Clly could bene1h1 ngs. such as ma~in g sure the
fit by $23 millio n annually.
garbage is p1cked up.
"Properly tax is a source of revBut C h1cago IS m need o f one
enue for !he city. Sometimes we
b1g thmg- money. and lots o f''· 10
have 10 do things thai are less
re ma1n the "CIIy that Works."
favorable because they are bener
Burke sa1d al ' The Role o f the
for the community," UIC student
Ch1t ago City Counci l in Chicago's
Ro nnie Krocll said regarding !he
f'ulurc." a forum for students al the
possible lax increase.
Umversuy of llhn01s al Chicago
The possible increase of other
Oct. 6 . The Alderman 's lecture is
taxes 10 generate funds for the
pan o f the ongo1ng " Future of
2005 budget may include the sales
Ch1cago" series al UIC !hal examtax, hotel tax. soft d rink lax , water
ines the role o f government in
bi ll lax and gasoline lax. Unpaid
urban areas and encourages debate
leaves o f absence for city workers
among students.
is another o ption under consideraBur~c 's lecture focw>ed o n the
tion.
1dea thai in order 10 operate the
'The government should charge
clly. the council must make sure
people taxes. II helps the governl:lsk s hkc ga rbage pick -up, bus
ment when they need money," said
schedules and sno w-plowing arc
UIC student Josh Roberts.
running s moothl y. When the small Even with its budget dilemma,
er lasb are done . the city will run
Burke said "Chicago remains the
smoothly and the council will be
'C ity that Wo rks.'"
ready 10 face larger challenges,
The " Future of Chicago" series
Burke said.
o ffers four mo re lecture dates, Oc1.
Burke expl ained 10 the students
13, Oct. 20, Nov. 12 and Nov. 22.
1ha1 10 operate efficiently, the city
. The remaining lec!Ures feature IOpneed:. more mo ney. Mayor Richard
ics such as community policing
M. Daley has pushed back the
and 10urism. The lectures are held
unvc1hng o f the 2005 budget
in the UIC Lecture Center, 806 S.
beca use the city is nearly $220 mill lalsled Sl., from II a.m. 10 noon,
lion shon. One of the proposed
and are free 10 the public.
Bv Jessica Noll

Cr~Eo'O<

CTA

llleresa Scarbrough!The Chronicle

Six-time Tour de France champion Lance Armstrong rides through Chicago as part of the
Bristol-Myers Squibb Tour of Hope Team. He and 19 other cyclists are riding from Los
Angeles to Washington, D.C., to promote cancer awareness. The tour began Oct. 1 and
ended Oct. 9.

Continued from Back Page

Pace. wi ll provide the CTA wi th
the same amount of fi nancial suppo ri in 2005 as i1 received in
2002. T his is due 10 the o utdated
public trans it formula , CTA
President Frank Kruesi said in the
press re lease.
Las t year. the CTA hiked fa res
from $1.50 10 $1.75, the first
increase in 12 years. T his was
done 10 fill a budget short fa ll o f
$30 million for the 2004 plan.
According 10 Gregory, the
increase balanced las! year 's
budge!, but wi ll do nothing 10 generate any extra revenue, and service cuts are this year's last resort.
If the fundin g issue is not
addressed and cuts are made, the
CTA anticipates an uncomfortable trans itio n for c us to mers. as
"ell as drivers 111 the c ity.
Qualil) sen ice. someth ing the
CTA has said they are co mmined
10. will have 10 be sacrificed for
eff,ciency. Gregory s aid .
"The level of service wi ll be
what "c can afford 10 provide.
CTA cus10mers "Ill exper ience
addmonal crowding on buses and
trams. and drivers will experience
added ronges110n o n area expressway> ... Gregory explai ned. "The
only "ay 10 add res> the issue is 10
·" o1d sen ice cuts. "hich can only
happen ,r the funding formu la is
changed."
If no additi onal funding is
alloned by the General Assembly.
CTA riders will be hit hard .
According 10 . John Paul Jones.
direCior ~f community o utreach
at the Cam paign for Bener

T ransit, a coalition !hal works 10 not the o nes dri ving through gen- G lenwood resident, has noticed
make the pub lic transportation trified ne ig hborhoods, Jo nes the C TA's neglect o f certai n
system meet the needs o f its rid- poi nts o u1. II is routes like the neighborhoods. He said the servers, there are truths on both sides Austin and Cermak b uses thai are ice cuiS are hurting a lot of the
bei ng axed. T ho ug h the CTA CTA's cus tomers and they are no t
o f the issue.
"There are budget realities for claims the ser vice cuts were cho- happy about it.
" il 's going 10 affect people
the CTA th at are coming 10 a head sen through an analysis that took
th is
year,"
Jo nes
sa id. into acco unt "riders hip , geograph- down south the most, and a lot of
·'U nfort unately the pubpeople are angry abou t
it," Holl y said.
lic wasn 't involved in
the problem and it's
Jo nes agreed, adding
always the o nes w ho
that it is the up-and-coming
need it the most thai are
communities thai the CfA
is trying 10 cater IO, often lp
hil lhe hardest."
the detriment o f other
T he CBT, which is
areas. Jones said another
made up of all types of
people and transit ridbig issue is !he service cuts
on the Red Line. T he CfA
ers. has placed great
impo rtance o n the pubhas spent $286.2 million
Reduced overnight service on Br own
over !he las! year on a Dan
lic hearings that the
and Orange li nes
CTA holds about these
Ryan/Red Line rehabilitaissues and works 10 gel
tion project in conjunction
transi t riders involved.
with !he stale. According
30 bus routes eliminated
W ith the firs t public
10 Gregory, this was fundhearing o n this issue,
ed through the CfA's "five
Oc1. 14 at6:30 p.m., the
year capital improvement
Servi ce cut on 64 other bus routes,
plan," money !hal in most
C BT is reaching out 10
reducing night and weekend hours
th ose the c ut s will
cases cannot be used for
affect mos1.
day-to-day operations, like
"A lo t of second and
those needed 10 lose the
third shift people live in
deficit. Despite this, Jones
these nei ghborhood s,
said, there is concern over
and these bus routes are
the factthallhe CfA would
Rai se in U-Pass and paratransit f ees
the same ones affected
spend thai much p ub lic
last time there were
funding and then reduce
service cuts. We need
Ryan DugganfThe Chronicle the service on the line.
10 g1ve the CTA a reality
"We think culling servcheck about what il is we need," ic distributio n and federal require- ice on the Red Line is a bad
Jo nes said.
ments," Jones said it is going 10 be move, and il will be an interesti ng
According 10 Jo nes, the CI'A is the second and third shift workers banleground ,"
Jo nes
said .
essentially "robbing Peter 10 pay who ride these ro utes that will be " People will draw the line
Paul" with these service cuts. The left in the lurch.
there- the Red Li ne has 10 be
bus ro utes being eliminated are
Dwight H oll y, a suburban saved."

W hether Red Line service is
cu i remai ns 10 be seen , as the
General Assem bly does no! vote
on the issue unti l its November
"Veto Session." Accord ing 10
Jo nes, the stale has s hown limited
interest in pu blic tra ns portation
needs in the pas!. He sa id the
CBT has worked 10 educate stale
representatives such as Constance
Howard, w hose congressional
d istrict would be direct ly affec ted
by the cuts, o n pub lic transit
issues. However, he sai d, it is
s ti ll an uph ill banle.
"They haven ' 1 shown much
interest in the past, 'but if [the
service cuts]
go
through.
Springfield will take the heal f()r
it," Jones said.
Regardless of who lakes the
heal, people like Shackelford are
the ones laking the hit.
As Shackelford walked away
from the Jackson Blue Line s ubway sta irs, he seemed a1 a loss.
"Frankly, I'm di;appoi nted."

Public hearings on the proposed service cuts will be held:
-Thursday, Ocr. 14, at 6:30
p.m., Roberto Clemente High
School, }/47 N. Western Ave.
-Tuesday, Oct. /9, at 6 :30
p.m., Chicago State University,
Jacoby Dickens Athletic Center.
9501 S. King Drive.
-Monday, Oct. 25, ar 6:30
p.m., Evanston Township High
School, Bacon Cafeteria, 1600
Dodge Ave.
- Wednesday, Oct. 27, at 4:00
p.m., Palmer House Hilton, 17
E. Monroe St.
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We Participate In Student I Facuity Photographic
Equipment Purchase Plans From:
• Bogen
• lowepro Bags
(Includes Bogen, Metz. Gitzo, Gossen. elinchrom,
20% Off our discount prices
Lastolite, Avenger & Rototrim Products)
• Mamiya
• Hasselblad
(Includes Mamiya, Sekonic. Cabin,
• Konica/Minolta
Tenba, Toyo-View. & PocketWizard Products)
(Includes cameras: Digital & 35mm, Light Meters.
• Pentax Professional Products
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Chicago dresses

up for Halloween ·
0 City attractions get made over for Chicagoween

Eric Davis/The Chronicle

Lawrence Korb (left), senior fellow at the Center for Defense lnforr~ation, and Joseph.Morris, chairman of the United Republican Fund, debate an aud1ence member s world affa1~s 1nqu1ryat the
Chicago Kent College of Law, 565 W. Adams St. , as part of 'T he People Speak sympos1um.

Experts respond to public's
concerns on foreign policy
0

Chicago hosts national project aimed at engaging public in global issues

other natio ns would not cons1der
k'
auac mg.
Y
Political commentator and panelist Aaro n Freeman e laborated.
With foreign policy proving 10
be one o f the key issues in th is
"We ha ve the ability to domiyear's presidenti al race, the
nate, so we should ask, 'To what
natio nal discussio n series "The
extent?'" he said. Altho ugh
Peo ple Speak" has provided a
America demons trated the ability
forum for the public 10 discuss
10 defeat an army quickly in Iraq,
and learn about America 's role as
he continued, altering a country's
a world power. The latest disc uspolitical syste m takes time.
sion, held in Chicago Oct. 6,
Those who atte nded "The
addressed peo ple 's concerns
People Speak" were enthusiastic
about how America is uti lizing its
about the possibi lities of such a
public forum on fo reign policy.
power.
Moderated by ABC News' Jim
" It pro mo tes knowledge and
disco urse," said Jacob Ramer, a
Avila , "The Peo ple Speak" disheld
las t
second-year law student at the
cuss io n
forum
Wednesday at the Illino is Institute
Kent College of Law who heard
of Techno logy's Chicago Ke nt
about th e event through his
College o f Law, 565 W. Adams
school. " I don ' t necessarily think
St., gave audience members the
people need to agree on the
issues. but most people are in the
o pportunity to ask questio ns o n
the topic o f "A merican Power and
dark."
Glo bal Security" o f a panel of
Others agreed that "The
Peop le Speak" was an en lightenU.S. foreign policy experts. T he
pa neli sts engaged in a dialogue
ing event, but also had a cynical
with each other and the audience
outlook. They didn 't think the
issues di scussed would reach
to answer the questions of foreign po licy in a no npartisan
" l'm concerned about America's those who were uninformed.
reputation as the leading nation in
Lo ngtime political activis t
manner.
.vrhe perspective here was the world_ We stand for peace and and fo rme r
member of
that people are troubled about cooperation, and we' ve squandered Chicago
Mayo r
Haro ld
how power i; used," said panthe goodwill that came after the
Washing to n's admin istration
eli st Leon F uerth , fo rme r
9/ll tragedy."
Sam Ackerman said those who
national ;ecunty ad viser to
attended "T he People Speak"
Vice Pre;ident A I Gore.
- Sam Ackerman, political activist
were already knowledgeable
Audience members chalabout U.S , foreign po licy and
lenged the panciJ>tS With que>port fro m other nations.
confi dent in th eir po litical views.
tion' that ranged from whether the
"You have to make sure you
" It pro babl y won't c han ge
Uni ted State; ' hould work toward have s upport at home and around many minds," Acke rman said. " I
prcvenu ng and pull ing an end to the world ,"· Korb said . "The U.S. don' t think debates chan ge many
genoc1de and other fonm o f ma;s is certainl y power fu l, but it i> not people\ minds. It te nds to be like
cxccutJon, '" 1n Sudan, to whet her omni po tent."
preac hing 10 the c ho ir."
the Un lled State' could gain more
Fuerth discu"cd the is;ue o f
Although Ackerman was bothlnternallonal cred1bdlly and bener domi nance, ;aying that the U.S. crcd about who the event would
achieve"' goal' by working w ith government has the mentali ty that no t reach, he attended as a c itizen
the United Nation'>.
a lliances arc no t necc;>ary, that concerned about the state o f the
In return, the p<~nel"t' tried to " the fewer restraints on U'>, the country's fo reign po licy.
an,wer the que\tHm' In a manner beu c r." The American way o f
" I'm concerned about America's
that touched o n all polll1Ci11 v1ew- e\I<Jblishing dominance, he >aid ,
P<Hnt'> and addre\\ed the umbre lla i> building up"' much l>ower that
See P~o ple Speak, Page 23

By Jeff Danna
CJ! Beat Edllor

to pic of how America uses its
..
pos1110n as a world power.
Many of the q uesuo ns dealt
with , the issue of keeping
Americ a safe from terroris t
auacks and how the federal governme nt can effecti vely protect
the country.
"The nature o f threats is changing," said panelist Joseph Morris.
chai rman
of
the
United
Republican Fund.
"Sept. I I wasn't a command
from some emperor. What Sept.
11 showed us is that there's a
w hole new array o f fro nts out
there. The challenge for responsible leaders is 10 come up with
ways of combating these new
threats that are both moral and
prudent."
Panelist Lawrence Korb, senior
fe llow at the Center for American
Progress and a senio r adv iser 10
the
Center
for
Defe nse
Informatio n, was concerned abo ut
the United S tates going 10 war
with Iraq witho ut s uffic ient sup-

By Frank Life
StaN Writer
Chicagoween is in full scream
this year with new events and old
favorites.
Several new haunted ho uses
have been added to Chicagoween
this year. The Crazed Carnival at
the Lincoln Park Cultural Center,
2045 N. Lincoln Park West, will
use a section of the park for a carnival theme complete with freaky
clowns. The carnival is deemed
appropriate for ages II and older,
but this is of course at the parent's
discretion.
For those looking fo r a haunted
house with a little less fright intensity, visit the Haunted Ho use of
Terror at Kennicou Park , 4434 S.
Lake Park Ave., Oct. 29. Despite
the name, this house is recommended for all ages.
One notable new event, according to Erin Bauer, Chicagoween
coordinator, is a theater produc11on
called "500 C lown Frankenstein ."
Taking place at the Loop Theater, 8
E. Randol ph St., three clowns will
bring the tale of Mary Shelly's
Frankenstein to life, usi ng
··extreme physical and emotio nal
risk" to act out the book's themes.
The " Haunted el,''an Orange
Line train invaded by puppet
pirates who perform spooky
s hows, is coming back this year. It
is a free 25-minute ride and does
not affect the train's commute.
Tickets are available on the day ·of
the show. at the Visitor's Center

PhamtaCY

inside the Cultural Center, 77 E.
Randolph St. T he screeching train
runs on T hursday and Friday from
Oct. 2 1 to Oct. 23 and Oct. 28 10
Oct. 30.
Some of-Chicago's most famous
sites offer Halloween-happenings
for those interested in celebrating
the holiday C hicago-style. Daley
P laza
will
transfo rm
into
" Pumpkin P laza,'' where ghosts
spook those visiting the "Haunted
Village." At th is event, there will
be fortune-tellers and free performances by the Midnight Circus theater ensemble.
The city's museums are involved
with Chicagoween this year in a
big way.
"Boo Fest" at the Museum of
·Science and Industry converts the
entire museum into a " haunted
chamber." The Adler Planetarium
is also jumping on the Halloween
wagon thi s year, presenting
" Haunted" Oct. 26, a day of space
and science-related events mostly
for childten. T he Shedd Aquarium
offers "Spooky Seas,'' a chance for
fa milies to ~leep with the fishes on
Halloween night.
The Glessner House Museum
asks, what's Halloween without a
little Edgar Allen Poe? The muse.um will host Poe readings Oct. 23,
29 and 30 at a s lightly higher ticket price of $25. At Navy Pier, families can climb aboard a Haunted
Ship with a haunted crew and on
Fridays take in the fireworks display.

Cominuedfrom Back Page

and restau rants, there is no the pharmacy was not do ing well
liquor store in the Printers Row because their prices were no t
area. T he store's fi rs t move ih competitive.
the ne w market is s taying open
"If peop le can find a bener
later. The store w ill also have deal and save a fe w bucks by
discounted prices on beer,· wine walking to Walgreens or Target,
and liquor. according to Gentile.
then they'll do that. Eventually
Mark Ormo nd , president of there will always be an alternathe Printe rs Row C hamber of tive in the area," Ormond said.
Commerce, said that the pharmaBonnie
Sanc hez-Carlson,
cy's closing is an unfort unate pres ident and exec utive director
thin g that often happens in o f the Near So uth Plann ing
s maller nei gh borhoods.
Board , said the organi zation is
" It is the evolution of big busi- concerned when they see business to take over the 'mo m and ness in the area s u ffe ring.
pop' s tores that for a long time
" It's al ways sad wh en an
were the bread and buner o f the established institution leaves
neighborhood ," Orm ond sa id. because it's being overshadowed
" But that evolution also indicates by a big-box retai ler," SanchezCarlson said. " But it is bus iness
that those stores can make it."
The Pri nters Row Chamber o f and they have to do what they
Comme rce was established in have to d o."
2003 by bus inesses in the area
She added that the community
that saw a community dating will go through some hard times
back to the 1800s losing its vital - after losing a place to go to for
ity. T hey came together to he lp the b as ics. C YS pharmacy,
bus iness g row again in the area, which is loo king into opening a
according to Ormo nd . Gentile store in the ne ighborhood ,
said the c hamber s uppo rts bus i- according to O rmo nd, mig ht pronesses lik e the Wine Shop. vide these need s. But despite the
whi c h adapt to the chan ging e li- convenience o f th ese big-box
mate.
retaile rs. th e co mmunity still
"As lo ng as the busi ness is fair need s bus inesses li ke the
and equitab le and adding vitality Printers Row s tore to survive.
to th e s treet. it is importan t. Sanc hez-Carlson said .
Idea lly we'd like to keep the
Gentile is c urrentl y filling the
s treet unique w ith no n-big-box form er pharmacy space with an
retailers. like I the Wine ShopJ," e xpanded selectio n o f wine. He
Ormond said.
said thei r main goals fo r the
Accordi ng to Ormond. there wine st ore arc di scou nt a nd
was a wine store i n the area

value.

year' ago. but it went o ut o f
business in less than a year. lie
said that Genti le clea rl y sees the
market for it again.O rmond said

"We've lowered o ur prices to
be s uper-com pet iti ve. We want
to be the area's top liquo r. wine
and beer s tore,'' Gentile said.
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Bars appeal to
political tastes
0 Goose Island sales indicate Kerry over Bush
By Jeff Danna
Crty Beat Edrtor

With just over three weeks
until the presidential election,
Chicago's own Goose Isla nd
Beer Co. is encouraging beer
drinkers to get political by brewing two specialty beers named
after the candidates.
T hrough Election Day, Nov. 2,
Goose Island's two brewpubs, at
I 800 N. Clybourn Ave. and 3535
N. Clark St., are serving the George
W. Bush Beer and John Kerry Beer.
They wi ll keep a running tall y of
each beer's sales, making for a kind
of mock election.
"We were excited to get people
more interested in the election,"
said Wei Fraser, marketing manager for Goose Island.
T hose who purchase one of the
beers at $4 a pint will receive a
sticker that reads either "I voted
for Bush Beer" or "I voted for
Kerry Beer." Fraser hopes the
beers will spark political conversations around the bars, especia lly
si nce the brewpubs show the
debates on television.
•·1 went to [the ClybournJ brewpub for the debate, and I heard a
lot of good, intellectual comments," Fraser said."! think it just
lends to good conversation with
family and friends."
Andrew Fegelman, a North Side
resident and visitor to Goose
Island 's
Clybourn
brewpub,
agreed with her.
" ! think it generates interest in
the election, and unfortunately,
there's not enough interest in the
election." he said, sipping from his
glass of Kerry Beer.
Eilis Brick, a Gold Coast resident and visitor to the C!ybourn
brewpub, said she has found herself in political discussions over
pi nts of Bush and Kerry Beer.
"It's a good conversation
starter," she said, with half a glass
of Bush Beer sitting on the bar in
front of her. "It gets people talking.
You get relaxed drinking it, and it
makes you more open."
Since Goose Island began brewing the Bush and Kerry Beers on
Sept. 14, Fraser said, the presidential debates have increased the
publ ic's interest in the beers, and
bus iness in the brew pubs has
increased on debate nights.
Kerry Beer is leading Bush Beer

A red 1990 Toyota Celica was
stOlen off the street at 800 S.
Michigan Ave. around 7:50a.m. on
Ocr. 7. No one has been arrested in
connection with this incident

in sales at the Wrigleyville brewpub, with Kerry Beer accounting
for 69 percent of the candidate
beer sales and Bush Beer accounting for 3 I percent as of press time.
said Rob England, manager of the
Clark Street bar. According to Tim
Lane, general manager of the
Clybourn brewpub, Kerry is also
leading in sales at Goose Island's
other location with 70 percent o f
the sales as opposed to Bush's 30
percent as of press time.
At the brewpub on C lark near
Wrig ley Fie ld, busi ness was
booming on Sept. 30, the day o f
the first debate and a Cubs game,
England said. That night, a private
party of 85 to I00 people rented
o ut the brewpub's back room
specifica ll y to watch the event,
while the rest of the bu ildi ng was
filled with Cubs fans. As a resu lt, a
couple of days later, the Bush and
Kerry Beer taps ran dry.
"It was so popular. we sold
twice as much as we expected ,"
England said. "It's been an overwhelming success."
Bus h and Kerry Beers are also
faring well at the Clybourn brewpub, but they are not the bar's most
popular brews, Lane said.
"People always want to try a
new beer," he said. "People come
in for seasonal beers, and th is one
is certainly pertinent."
Wil Turner, brewer for both
Goose Island pubs, said the
Clybourn bar began the promotion
with I 0 barrels, or 20 kegs. and the
Wrigleyvi lle brewpub started off
wi th two barrels, or four kegs. The
C!ybourn bar, he said, has about
15 kegs left, and the Wrigleyville
bar jus t recently received another
four kegs .
"They're slightly similar beers,"
England said. "Part of the reason
for that is that the candidates are
similar."
The Goose Island Beer Co.
describes the Bush Beer as an
English-Midlands Style Mild that
is "the co lor of Texas oil" and
"conservatively hopped" and the
Kerry Beer as a British Style Dark
Ale "brewed with a liberal amount
o f specialty malts."
W hile lig hter beers li ke the
Bush and Kerry brews aren't usually Goose Island's biggest sellers,
Turner said beer drinkers are willing to buy them for the novelty.
"It's not really a style that
A:35-year-old male a11d a 16year-old male are SUSJ?CC!ed in a
case of deceptive practice that
occurred at Col umbia's 1104
Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Oct.
1 at3:30 p.m.. The 35-year-old presented himself as a D.A.R.E. ofticer who was fund raising at different schools. He brought pamphlets
and merchandise and expected the
school to ftll out an order fonn and
place monies in an envelope, saying he would be back on Oct. 8 to
pick up the envelope. When officers examined the invoice, they
saw the eptity was stationed in
California7'3,n,d they
not log
on to
·
oq the
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Goose Island Beer Co. brewer Wil Turner helped create the company's special George W. Bush and
John Kerry brews. The beers are on tap at Goose Island's two Chicago brewpubs, 180G-N. Clybourn
Ave. and 3535 N. Clark St., through Election Day, Nov. 2.
sells-here [at the Clybourn bar!.
people usually get something a little more hopped-up-but we
thought that with the promotion it
would inuoduce people to a new
style of beer," he said.
In addi tion to brewing and serving beers that carry the pres idential
candidates' namesakes, Goose
Island will give a discount to customers who bring their ballot
receipts to the brewpubs. But people shouldn't vote j ust to receive
discounted beer, Fraser said .
"It's so important to vote," she
said. "So many people aren't taking advantage of this great opportunity we have. I hope people
don't need an incentive to vote.
But if we encourage five more
people to vote, then we've done a
good thing."

A 55-year-old man was wested for criminal trespass as the BP
Amoco gas station at 1221 S.
Wabash Ave. on Oct. 2 at !l:55
a.m.
Two 25-year-old men were
arrested for a str:ong-arm robbery
that occurred on the CTA Red Line
platform at 608 S . State St. on Oct
2 at 3: J.O a.m. The victim, an 18year-old female, and a witness, an
18-year-old male, told police the
offendetS asked for, money. When
the 18-year-olds said they did not
have any. onep(fender grabbed the
female an<) took her wallet.

People Speak
reputation as the leading nation in
the world," he said. "We stand for
peace and cooperation, and we've
squandered the goodwill that came
after the 9/l I tragedy."
Coordinated by 30 national
organizations, including the
League of Wo men Voters. Rock
the Vote and the National Forensic
League, "The People Speak"
began last year as a nonpartisan
effort to include people in foreign
policy issues who are usually left
out, said Christina LoNigro, press
secretary for the United Nations
Foundation, the organization that
spearheaded the project.
The individual events range in
size from small grassroots meet-

Continued from Page 22
ings held in people's homes to
larger ''signature events" like the
one in Chicago that was co-sponsered by ABC News.
"Last year we only focused on
security," LoNigro said. "This
year, we've broadened the discussion to other topics because different cities and individuals had
different interests."
Along with "American Power
and Global Security," the topics
this year are "Energy Choices and
Environmental Challenges" and
"Prosperity
in
a
G lobal
Economy." T his year's final signature event will be held in
Boston on Oct. 19.

C11YB
Drastic CTA
cuts may leave
riders in dust
0 Budget plan to raise U-Pass rates 600 percent
Bv Alicia Dorr
Assislant City Seal Ed>tor
Bi ll Shackelford has not dri ven
a car in the c ity since 1976 . In
fact, o ne of the main reasons he
chose to li ve in Chicago for so
long was because of its dependable public trans it system.
" I re ly on public transportation:· Shackelford, a consultan t
in the Loop, said.
S hacke lford , and the thousands
o f others like him who count on
the Chi cago Tran sit A uthorit y to
get them p laces every day, may
be in for a big change. The CTA
unveiled two budgets fo r 2005
this month. o ne that expects additi onal public funding and one that
does not.
As the CTA awaits the Genera l
A ssembly 's vote in Springfield
thi s faiL it prepares fo r the latter
proposal.
Th e ··wors t-c ase·· b udge t.
effecti ve January 2005. e limi nates 1.000 union wo rkers· j o bs,
all overni ght service on cl tra in s
It would
and 30 bus ro utes.
reduces service o n 64 o th er
routes.
The pro posed service cuts are
the CTA's means o f combating a

$77 millio n defic it for the coming
year, as we ll as demanding mo re
publ ic fundin g. Under th is budget. the CTA would first increase
paratrans it and U-Pass fa res . In
add ition to the unio n job cut s, the
C TA w ill c ut 250 j o bs not
involved direct ly w ith servi ce.
With all o f these reducti ons and
cuts. the deficit would fall from
$77 million to $ 55 million ,
acco rdi ng to a CTA press release.
That is w here the service cuts
come in.
She ila Gregory, general manager fo r the CTA's public a ffa irs,
said the CTA is required by law to
present a balanced budget, and
the service c uts w ill do that if
they rece ive no s upp lementary
public funding.
''There arc no amount of operating effic ienc ies that w ill fill a
$55 mill ion defic it. It is jus t too
bi g, " G regory said . "The CTA is
not choosing to imple ment service cuts in 2005. but with no
change in the funding formula for
publi c trans it o r additi onal funding . CTA will be forced to implement the serv ice cuts proposed in
the Grid lock vers ion o f the budget. "
The fo rmula for funding publ ic
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Both train and bus services would undergo cuts and schedule changes under the CTA's 'worst-case'
budget for 2005. In order to battle a $77 million deficit, the CTA has drawn up two budgets that
include fare increases and schedule alterations. The changes could go into effect as soon as Jan. 1.
trans portatio n in Illinois dates
back to 1983. The current method
bases fundin g o n geographi c
boundaries and retail spending. It
does not take into acco unt ridership or serv ice require ments.
according to the CTA's official
press re lease on the budgets.
Under the current forrnu la, the
Trans po rtation
Reg io nal
Autho r ity,
whic h
oversees
fin ances for the CTA, Metra and

See CTA, Page 20

Printers Row business converts
from drug store to wine shop
0 Owner cites neighborhood gentrification, poor sales as cause for closing
By Alicia Dorr
Assistanl City Beat Editor
Printers Row Pharmacy is no
more, but former c u stomers
looking to fi ll prescriptions will
not find an empty building . T he
pharmacy space is already being
converted to Printers Row Wine

Shop.
After more than I 00 years in
the South Loop, Printers Row
Pharmacy, 721 S. Dearborn St.,
has sent a ll of its business to
Osco Drug, 1224 S. Wabash
Ave. , in favor of wine, liquor
and beer sales. F lavio Gentile,

Tina Wagnerrrhe Chronicle

Printers Row Wine Shop, 72 1 S. Dearborn St., is expanding its
selection of wine, beer and other liquors in the space formerly
occupied by Printers Row Pharmacy.

owner of the converted pharmacy, cites loss of business as the
main reason for closing.
"Ou r numbers were dow n.
We ' ve got to pick one thing and
do it right," Gentile said.
Gentrification of the neighborhood also contributed to the
lack of business, according to
Gentile. With maj or retail
c hains like Walgreens and
Jewel- Osco m oving in to the
area over the past few years, he
said , it h as been hard to compe te . A ccording to Printers
R ow P harmacy/Wine Shop
manager Rob Soll ors, it became
almos t impossible to contend
w ith those ph armacies.
"There was a problem with
some insurance p lans saying
[patients] have to go to
Walgreen s, or a place li ke that.
We also didn ' t have the rig ht
hours," Sollo rs said.
T he store has had w ine and
beer selec ti on s for several
years, an d decided that the best
direction to go into was spirits.
Aside fro!J1 convenience stores

See Pharmacy, Page 22
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Meet the commuters potential
CTA service cuts could affect
Brian Costello, fictWn writing
teacher at Columbia
"This is going to affect everybody. I have a car, but I don't
bring it to the city. I use public transport as much as possible, and I think [the CTA] is
crucial to get from point A to
B for many people."

Nancy Castrejon, Robert
Morris College student
"If they cut the service there
will be a shortage [of transportation] for many people
who need to get home,
because the train is their only
way to get places."

Mimi Hall, Columbia film
student, sophomore
"I think it's ridiculous. I have
friends and family on both
sides of the city and I should
be able to get home when I
need to. That is the whole
point of public transportation."
David Webb, South Side
resident
''Most people can' t afford
cars, es pecially with the
price of gas. Hopefully they
can resolve their differences
and Springfield will give
them the money."

